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What Works Scotland was a research collaboration between
the Universities of Glasgow and Edinburgh, other academics and key non-academic 
partners, funded by the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) and the Scottish 
Government. 

What Works Scotland aimed to improve the way local areas in Scotland use evidence to 
make decisions about public service development and reform. Set up in June 2014, it 
explored how public services could work towards the recommendations of the Christie 
Commission on the Future Delivery of Public Services (2011) and the Scottish 
Government’s priorities for reform. 

Fundamental to the What Works Scotland approach was a programme of collaborative 
action research projects in four localities in Scotland – Aberdeenshire, Fife, Glasgow and 
West Dunbartonshire – working with the community planning partnerships, statutory and 
third sector organisations, and other bodies to: 

• learn what was and what wasn’t working in their local area
• encourage collaborative learning with a range of local authority, business, public

sector and community partners
• better understand what effective policy interventions and effective services look like
• promote the use of evidence in planning and service delivery
• help organisations get the skills and knowledge they need to use and interpret

evidence
• create case studies for wider sharing and sustainability

What Works Scotland also worked with a range of partners, including: 

• Glasgow Centre for Population Health
• Improvement Service
• Inspiring Scotland
• IRISS (Institution for Research and Innovation in Social Services)
• NHS Education for Scotland
• NHS Health Scotland
• NHS Health Improvement for Scotland
• Scottish Community Development Centre
• SCVO (Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations)

What Works Scotland produced more than 100 publications including research reports, 
briefngs, blogs, event reports and toolkits, to share evidence, learning and ideas about 
public service reform. All are available online at whatworksscotland.ac.uk 

http://whatworksscotland.ac.uk
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I am delighted to welcome you to this Handbook! In your hands is the distillation of 
know-how developed over the last decade as part of two ambitious capacity-building 
programmes supported by Edinburgh Beltane and What Works Scotland. I hope that 
the global public engagement community of practice will recognise and appreciate the 
practical wisdom that Wendy and Claire have brought to this resource. The pages ahead 
provide an invaluable companion to guide the work of democratic innovators, participation 
practitioners and facilitators across multiple felds. 

Our work would not be possible without a supportive institutional environment. Edinburgh 
Beltane was one of six UK Beacons for Public Engagement established in 2008 to change 
the culture of academic institutions towards more participatory forms of scholarship and 
public action. As Beltane Fellows, Wendy and I had the opportunity to collaborate in 
designing and delivering over 40 training courses in academia, in communities and in the 
third and public sectors1. Since 2014, What Works Scotland has built on these 
foundations by conducting research and building resources that further inform and enable 
public engagement practice. Claire has been a key member of the What Works Scotland 
team. Her enthusiasm and collaboration in developing training courses has infused new 
ideas and energy into this work. 

I also want to take this opportunity to pay tribute to Wendy for her mentorship and 
friendship over the years. Like countless others who’ve collaborated with her, my 
engagement and facilitation practice has benefted immensely from her insights, attention 
to detail and systematic approach. Wendy is now offcially retiring, but her legacy is strong 
amongst a growing cohort of engagement practitioners who have attended our training 
and worked with us in various projects. We are particularly proud of having developed 
courses that are now part of the undergraduate and postgraduate curriculum at the 
University of Edinburgh. 

Much of our focus over the years has been on building capacity and facilitation skills in 
dialogic and deliberative approaches to public engagement. Part of the learning from 
this work has been collated in two other open access handbooks: ‘Dialogue in public 
engagement’ (Faulkner 2011) and ‘Public dialogue and deliberation’ (Escobar 2011). The 
Handbook that you are about to read plugs an important gap, not just in our previous 
resources, but more broadly in the pool of toolkits available to engagement practitioners. 

The publication of this new resource is timely. We live in a period of both democratic 
challenge and renewal. On the one hand, there are doubts over whether our current 
democratic processes can cope with the challenges of our time. On the other, there is 
growing experimentation with new forms of public engagement and citizen participation. 
Scotland is part of a growing cohort of countries where, alongside traditional processes of 
community engagement and public consultation, there is a new wave of democratic 
innovations such as deliberative mini-publics, participatory budgeting, digital crowdsourcing. 
The craft of process design and planning is the foundation for inclusive, meaningful, 
effective and impactful participatory processes and institutions. 

Process design is often a tacit dimension in the work of practitioners – a form of practical 
knowledge that lives in the oral culture of a community of practice. But that know-how is 
rarely made explicit, systematic and accessible. This is perhaps the greatest achievement 
of this new resource. Experienced practitioners will fnd in this Handbook a refective 
account of what they may already be seeking to do in practice. The novice public engager, 
in turn, will get a clear articulation of principles and practical guidance that demystify the 
design and planning of engagement processes. If you gift yourself the time to delve into 
these pages, you will be rewarded with a holistic understanding of the fundamentals 
of this craft – how to navigate the pressures and pleasures of designing engagement 
processes. Then, if you found it useful, please ‘pay forward’ Wendy and Claire’s generous 
contribution by sharing it with others. Enjoy the reading and the practice! 

1 We shared the story and substance of 
these courses in this open access article: 
Escobar, O., Faulkner, W. & Rea, H. 2014. 
Building capacity for dialogue facilitation 
in public engagement around research. 
Journal of Dialogue Studies, 2(1), 87-111. 
www.dialoguestudies.org/journals/ 
journal-of-dialogue-studies-vol-2-no-1 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 

http://www.dialoguestudies.org/journals/journal-of-dialogue-studies-vol-2-no-1/
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1.1 Why this Handbook? 

Our aim in this Handbook is to increase people’s skills in designing and planning public 
engagement processes by providing a structured framework for tackling the task. The 
Handbook is intended for anyone interested in making such processes more effective 
and empowering, irrespective of the type or sector of engagement process. You may 
be a community or public engagement practitioner, a citizen or elected representative, a 
government representative, another sponsoring organisation, a stakeholder group or a 
researcher. You may be new to this kind of work or you may be experienced but wanting 
to review and improve your practice. Wherever you are coming from, we hope the 
framework offered in this Handbook serves to deepen your skills and provides a useful 
addition to your toolbox. 

There are many types of engagement process (see box); the possibilities are almost limitless. 
But in all cases, your engagement process must be ‘ft for purpose’. This statement may 
seem self-evident, but far too often engagement processes fall short of expectations – 
often because of inadequate attention beforehand, especially to the strategic thinking and 
design work needed to develop a meaningful and effective process. Without due care and 
preparation, your engagement process risks achieving little and wasting people’s time or, 
worse, alienating people so that they never engage (with you or anyone else) again. 

As Oliver Escobar notes in the Foreword to this Handbook, we have for many years 
worked to build capacity in dialogic and deliberative approaches to public engagement 
and citizen participation – in academia, in communities and in the third and public sectors. 
(Anyone unfamiliar with the principles and practice of dialogue and deliberation should 
read Oliver’s Handbook: Escobar, 2011; also Faulkner, 2011.) 

A key focus of our training has been on developing people’s facilitation skills, where 
facilitation is understood as enabling people to do something. Facilitation of public 
engagement and participation demands two somewhat distinct skill sets. The one most 
people recognise as facilitation concerns the skills required to facilitate small group 
discussion so that participants are heard and achieve something. Here the emphasis is on 
ensuring the best possible communication and inter-personal dynamics. This is a complex 
and vital skill set, honed by experience and always challenging! The other skill set 
concerns the work required to design and plan an effective engagement process. The 
skills required for this often receive far less attention, from facilitators and trainers alike, but 
they are just as vital and just as complex and challenging. 

For an engagement process to work and work well there must be a dovetailing between 
these two facilitation tasks: designing and planning a process, and enabling good 
communication during that process. In practice, not everyone is equally skilled in both 
areas: the key thing is to fully grasp the nature and importance of each skill set so that 
both are brought to bear on the task and each works with the other. 

The framework we offer in this Handbook was developed and rehearsed through Oliver, 
Claire and Wendy’s practice and collaborations over many years of facilitating public 
engagement processes in many different settings. Three key lessons have emerged for 
the design and planning of a public engagement; the need to: 

i) identify key strategic considerations and requirements for the process at the outset 
ii) separate out ‘process design’ work from process planning 
iii) think about ‘where people are coming from’ at every stage. 

The packaging of this staged approach into a useable framework has been refned 
through our training of public engagement practitioners over the last decade. 

What do we mean by 
‘engagement process’? 

In this Handbook, we use 
‘engagement process’ as an 
umbrella term, to cover any 
process that involves people 
thinking and working, together 
with others, towards shared 
goals. Understood in this sense, 
an engagement process is 
essentially a collaborative 
conversation. To be properly 
collaborative, engagement 
processes should strive to be as 
inclusive as possible of whoever 
needs to be present. 
Engagement processes may 
involve a diverse range of 
possible goals, groups, settings 
and duration. Your process may 
be a one-off event or meeting, 
a series of events or an ongoing 
relationship. You may be seeking 
to engage a wide cross-section 
of citizens or a specifc 
community or stakeholder group. 
And your process may have quite 
different aims: to build mutual 
understanding, to decide on 
action, to collaborate, to build 
teams, to improve how your 
organisation works, to conduct 
research, to provide training. 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 
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1.2 Our framework 

The framework we elaborate in this Handbook is a structured and logical way to work 
through the task of designing and planning any engagement (or collaborative) process. 
The framework involves four overlapping stages, each with a specifc task:

 • Strategic stage: to map strategic considerations for your engagement process.
 • Requirements stage: from this, to identify what ‘requirements’ the process must meet.
 • Design stage: to develop a ‘process design’ – a progression of steps with 

mini-objectives – capable of meeting these requirements.
 • Planning stage: to elaborate a detailed plan for how each step will happen. 

Many practitioners we have trained, even experienced ones, tell us they neglect strategic 
thinking or do not devote enough time to it. Some fall at the frst hurdle, by failing to 
keep sight of their own goals or where collaborators and participants are coming from. 
Others focus rather too quickly on planning choices – like what techniques to use – 
without frst working out what the overall shape of the process needs to be and the steps 
along the way. 

Four overlapping stages in the framework 

Strategic 
stage 

Requirements 
stage 

Design 
stage 

Planning 
stage 

Why a staged approach? 

Very commonly, people dive 
straight in to detailed planning – 
‘what we will do’ – without fully 
refecting on why they are doing it, 
where folk will be coming from or 
what the facilitation challenges 
will be. If you don’t think 
strategically about the context 
and goals of your engagement, 
your process is likely to miss the 
mark. If you don’t take the time to 
work out what requirements your 
engagement process needs to 
address, and come up with an 
overall process design that meets 
them, there is likely to be 
disconnect between your strategic 
thinking and your detailed 
planning. A central message of 
this Handbook, therefore, is that 
you really must make time to 
think about your process, and 
make crucial decisions about 
it, before doing the necessary 
detailed planning work. 

The point of a staged approach is that each of the tasks indicated is necessary in order to 
create an engagement process that is ft for purpose; and at each stage, the current task 
draws on previous ones and feeds into the next. This Handbook takes you through each 
stage in turn, but remember that these stages overlap (as the diagram above indicates). 
The task of designing and planning an engagement process is an iterative one: as you 
work through each stage, you need to keep the prior stage(s) in your sight, building on 
and sometimes adjusting them as your thinking evolves. Used in this way, this framework 
should help you develop engagement processes that work for everyone and deepen your 
ref ective practice. 

A defning feature of this framework is its inclusion of ‘requirements’ and ‘process design’ 
stages, which elaborate how to move from strategic thinking to the detailed planning of 
an engagement process. These elements are often missing or only scantily addressed in 
other approaches. Nevertheless, there are useful sources of guidance on this topic. Annex 
1 signals four sources which share elements of our framework and which practitioners 
may wish to use alongside this Handbook. 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 
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1.3 Collaborate! 

The task of designing and planning an engagement process needs to be undertaken 
collaboratively to be effective. Initiators of the process, potential participants and other 
stakeholder groups will all have a stake in the engagement process and will all have 
something useful to contribute to shaping the process. Whether you represent one of 
these groups or are brought in as an external facilitator, it is crucial that you work closely 
with, or at least get input from, all relevant parties as you work through the framework. 

Not all parties or individuals will want or need to be involved in every stage of the task. 
You should therefore establish early on who should be in the ‘core team’ developing the 
engagement process and what inputs are required from other groups with a stake in the 
process. As a minimum, you will need to know what each party wants from the process 
and what they can bring to it. Initiating groups or organisations may also want to be kept 
informed on progress at each stage of the development work, to sign off goals and the 
process design or process plan. 

Seek to build collaboration within the core team from the outset, tentatively when ideas 
are frst being muted, then more systematically as you work through the four stages. 
This means taking the time needed to build trust and mutual understanding and to 
move consensually toward a process design and plan that will be effective. In short, use 
dialogue and deliberation so that the ‘collective intelligence’ of your team is brought to 
bear on the job. To be fully facilitative – in the sense of enabling – the manner in which you 
facilitate the design and planning of an engagement process should also empower and 
build skills of those you work with, so that they can better design and plan such processes 
in future. 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 
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2.1 How to go about the mapping exercise 

The task in this frst stage in our framework is to map key strategic considerations which 
need to be taken into account when designing and planning an engagement process. 
The ‘map’ you produce should identify anything that might have a bearing on the goals of 
your engagement process and on the shape and content of that process. The role of the 
information you gather in this strategic stage is to help you to identify what ‘requirements’ 
your process design and plan must meet (see section 3). 

In our experience, relevant strategic considerations fall into three broad areas: 

i) the focus of the engagement process 
ii) initiators of the process 
iii) potential participants. 

Before we elaborate on these three sets of strategic considerations, here are two things to 
bear in mind as you work through the mapping exercise. 

First, as well as thinking time, the strategic stage often requires research time – fnding 
things out. For each set of strategic considerations, therefore, you need to ask: What do 
we know and what do we need to know? Always check available evidence, but don’t 
ignore the added beneft of making contact and talking with individuals who are able to 
distil and translate key information and evidence. Informal conversations – or ‘backstage’ 
work (Escobar, 2015) – can be invaluable not only in gaining crucial insights unavailable 
from written sources, but also in gaining buy-in for the engagement from key participants 
and decision makers. 

Second, to think strategically about a public engagement, it is necessary to grasp the 
enormous diversity of everyone involved – both initiators and participants. Quite apart from 
obvious demographic distinctions of age, gender, class, education, culture, and ethnicity, 
our own particular life courses and experiences can profoundly shape how we see the 
world – our views and values, our hopes and fears. Whatever demographic or stakeholder 
groups we belong to, we all have multiple identities and needs, some overlapping, some 
divergent. As facilitators, we therefore need to cultivate the ability to think from the other 
– in the spirit of that popular injunction to ‘walk a mile in the other person’s shoes’ – if we 
are to design and plan engagement processes capable of meeting everyone’s aspirations. 

Note: In this Handbook, we use the expression ‘where they are coming from’ in order to 
capture the interests, aspirations, perspectives, issues, needs, and so forth of specifc 
groups, be they initiators or participants. 
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2.2 The focus of the engagement 

What is the focus of the engagement and what has prompted it? 
The focus of a public engagement is usually a specifc community, or topic, or both. 
The community in question may be a community of place or a community of interest. 
Community-focused engagements may be prompted by a general desire to improve 
things or by concerns about a specifc issue for the community, such as health, facilities 
for young people. In some cases, public engagement around a specifc topic is a statutory 
requirement: as with proposed legislation or policy, or certain planning applications. 
Other times it is prompted by something that has happened: a serious weather event or 
disaster; threatened closure of a local school or surgery; a new area of science or 
technology which raises ethical concerns. 

What is the background and context of the topic/community? 
Thinking strategically about the background and context of the topic and/or community 
should help you understand what factors are shaping the current situation. In the case of 
a local community-focused engagement, this might include the history of the topic, local 
democracy and engagement, civic society, demographics, economy, housing, etc (Burton 
et al, 2006). As noted earlier (section 2.1), the more you can combine systematic evidence 
about the locality with residents’ stories, the better everyone will understand the nature 
and scale of the issue(s). Such information gathering may be essential where funding 
applications or campaigns are to be built. 

What are the (potentially) controversial or diffcult issues? 
Thinking strategically about background and context should help you anticipate any 
potentially controversial or diffcult issues. Is this a polarising or sensitive topic? Where 
relevant, how has this topic been portrayed in the media? Is the topic widely discussed 
or do most people know little or nothing about it? Have similar issues been raised around 
other topics in the community or around the same topic in other communities? 
Identifying potentially controversial or diffcult issues can be a frst step to narrowing down 
the focus of your engagement to specifc aspects of the topic or community and specifc 
goals. Consider which issues might realistically be addressed in a single engagement and 
which might justify a series of engagements. 

Who are the powerful players shaping what happens with the topic/community? 
The powerful players shaping what happens in relation to the topic or community may be 
elected representatives, companies, health boards and so forth; they may be remote or 
local. If your process is to be deliberative, you need to know whether – to what extent and 
on what issues – key decision makers are willing and able to act on any recommendations, 
decisions or plans emerging from the engagement. Is there realistic scope for change? 
It is vital that you gain clarity and a frm commitment on this before drawing up goals and 
making any promises to participants. (See section 3.2.) Careful backstage work with 
powerful players may be needed to achieve this. 

What do we need to know in order to facilitate an engagement on this topic/ 
community? 
There are different views on how much facilitators need to know about a topic or 
community in order to facilitate designing and running an engagement process. Clearly, it 
is neither realistic nor necessary to acquire all related expertise (specialist or experiential). 
But you do need to learn enough to appreciate the range of issues as seen from the 
perspectives of key groups, and to enable people to converse meaningfully about the 
topic or community. With this level of insight, you should be able to help collaborators 
come up with appropriate goals for the engagement process; anticipate what issues may 
need more time and care on the day; and judge what specifc knowledge participants will 
need in order to engage meaningfully on the topic. (See section 2.4.) 

An example: Preparatory 
strategic work for the Isles 
of Scilly AONB 
Management Plan 

The Isles of Scilly Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONB) mission is to protect and 
enhance the unique beauty and 
character of Scilly whilst also 
supporting the social and 
economic sustainability of the 
Isles. Consultants Dialogue 
Matters were contracted to 
engage local residents and 
agencies in shaping and agreeing 
the frst statutory Management 
Plan (Pound, 2004). They 
designed and facilitated a six 
month deliberative process 
involving 66 selected 
stakeholders in a sequence 
of three workshops. Although 
constrained by a tight deadline, 
Dialogue Matters did not skimp 
on the strategic work beforehand. 
This included four critical tasks: 

• They helped the governance 
group, understand and begin 
to buy in to the principle and 
practice of stakeholder 
dialogue. 

• They analysed output from 
previous engagements on 
each island, to identify issues 
and topics relevant to the 
AONB and consider how these 
could feed into the workshops. 

• They worked hard to identify 
a balanced list of participants 
so that no one sector or interest 
could dominate and everyone 
would think the process fair. 

• They designed the 
engagement, and each 
workshop, so as to enable 
deliberative negotiation and 
consensus building to develop 
in incremental stages, and to 
help shift behaviour from 
positional to collaborative. 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 
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2.3 Initiators of the process and where are they coming from 

Which organisations or groups are initiating the engagement process? 
Should other stakeholders be involved? 
The initiators of a public engagement may be ‘bottom up’ citizen groupings and/or 
established bodies (a governmental body, pressure group, community council, company, 
etc.). For the purpose of this Handbook, we include as ‘initiators’ anyone who is part of 
the collaborative work of designing and planning the engagement process. Other 
stakeholders to involve might be relevant advocacy groups (e.g., conservationists) or 
interest groups (e.g., patient groups). The aim of the strategic considerations outlined 
below is to understand where each group is coming from, in particular, their various 
perspectives and interests concerning the topic or community. 

What do they each want to come out of the engagement? What’s ‘in it’ for them? 
An opening concern will be to address what each of the initiator groups wants to come 
out of the engagement. What has prompted their initiative? What is their motivation for 
involving citizens and what level of citizen infuence is being sought? What outcome or 
outputs do they want from the engagement process? If they are key decision makers in 
relation to the topic or community, are they willing or able to act on any recommendations 
or decisions emerging from the engagement? These questions are crucial inputs to your 
team’s deliberations about appropriate goals for the engagement. (See section 3.2.) 

It is useful, at this stage, for collaborators to share what their drivers or motivations are for 
the engagement. This is not the same question as what targets different groups want to 
set. Rather, it means fnding out what’s ‘in it’ for them or their organisation, strategically or 
personally, and how strong their motivation is. Don’t be frightened to ask and encourage 
honesty on this, so that everyone understands why they and others are (or are not) willing 
to invest time and energy on making the process work. This question is not always 
addressed, but it can be vital if there is to be buy-in from all parties. Equally, if this reveals 
conficting or divergent agendas, it is generally better that these are brought out in the 
open. Then there can be a conversation about whether the different agendas can be 
accommodated or whether they need to be pursued by other routes. 

What are their perceptions of the topic and/or community? 
What does it mean to each? 
Different members of the team are likely to have different perceptions of the topic or 
community, different interests, different knowledge and different views on the issues. 
Cultivating the ability to ‘think from the other’ in this setting should help initiators to be open 
to learning and to appreciate that the same topic can mean quite different things to different 
people and can be framed in different ways (e.g., Tannen, 1993; and see box). 

What knowledge and other resources do they each bring to the engagement 
process? 
Different initiators might bring a variety of resources to the engagement process: funding, 
facilitation skills, relevant knowledge and, where this has been established, the power to 
implement any decisions or act on recommendations. All of these resources can 
contribute to the success or otherwise of the engagement. The level of funding available 
obviously has critical implications for what scale and type of engagement is realistic and 
feasible. And as already noted, relevant decision-making powers are obviously critical to 
what goals can be set. 

What is their history of doing public/community engagement? 
Initiators’ history of doing community or public engagement can also impact the success 
or otherwise of an engagement process. Asking about people’s experiences of public 
engagement may reveal important differences in expectations and attitudes. Perceptions 
of previous successes tend to engender optimism about the potential benefts of 
engaging citizens, where previous failures tend to engender scepticism (Burton et al, 
2006). Where initiators have little or no experience of public engagement, some training 
may be needed. As a minimum in our experience, it is crucial that initiators understand the 
requirement that facilitators remain impartial – about the topic or community and in their 
interactions with participants. 

Diferent meanings and 
framings 

For citizen stakeholders, the issue 
or topic of an engagement is 
generally framed, and felt, as a 
personal or community issue. 
For organisational or ‘expert’ 
stakeholders, it is framed as a 
policy or technical issue, each 
bringing their own corporate or 
specialist lens to the issue. 
The spread of HIV/AIDS, for 
example, posed a very frightening 
threat for the gay community; for 
public health specialists, it raised 
challenges about how to limit the 
spread of the virus; and for 
virologists, the focus was on how 
to develop appropriate 
treatments. In such circumstances, 
the task of developing a process 
capable of engaging all 
stakeholder groups and helping 
meet their needs requires 
dialogue work to fnd ‘shared 
meaning’ (not just shared 
terminology) across the different 
framings (Bohm, 2004). 
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2.4 Potential participants and where are they coming from 

Who (which social groups or bodies) should we engage on this topic? Who 
needs to be in the room? 
Posing this question in terms of ‘Who needs to be in the room?’ usefully – and correctly 
– links your decisions about who to engage with your decisions about what goals are 
appropriate for the engagement. (See section 3.2.) 

There are two criteria to consider when addressing this question: 

• Who has a stake in or is affected by the topic? 
• Who else has something to contribute? 

The term ‘stakeholder’ can mean specifc interest groups or organisations or specifc 
social groups (residents, patients, young people). But it can also apply to citizens more 
generally. Who else has something to contribute could include people with relevant 
knowledge, which should be apparent from your strategic mapping of the topic and of the 
knowledge people will need to participate meaningfully in the process (see below). 

In addition, it may be appropriate to involve as participants people who are in a position to 
make things happen. This depends on the background to the engagement, what kind of 
process you intend and who your other participants will be. Having powerful people 
present in a dialogue can bring useful insights, for example, about opportunities and about 
constraints on change. In a deliberation, it might ensure that any subsequent decisions 
are respected and implemented. But the presence of key decision makers needs careful 
consideration. It can stife creativity. It can also inhibit participation or prompt confrontation 
where there is a history of confict or mistrust. On the other hand, if conversations happen 
in a way that leads people to feel they have been heard by otherwise distant decision 
makers, this has the potential to open an ongoing productive engagement. 

Anticipating likely group dynamics and outcomes before an event is tricky, but your 
backstage conversations can be a good way to identify key protagonists and to gauge 
any diffcult relations or possible areas of confict. It is clearly important to bring in people 
who are committed to the goals of the engagement and will bring energy to the process; 
but it can also be useful to seek out and bring in the sceptical people, the ‘opponents or 
blockers’ to widen the range of perspectives (Pound, 2004). 

Do we want to engage specifc groups or a whole community/population or a 
cross-section of the population? 
A key early choice about who to engage will be whether it’s appropriate to seek citizens 
from across the community or population, or to target specifc stakeholder groups. 
Choosing a particular group or groups makes sense, for example, when both the topic of 
the engagement and the key stakeholders are very specifc, or when the aim is to engage 
particular marginalised groups who do not generally engage. It is usually obvious which 
groups should be in the room on the basis of their circumstances, interests, perspectives 
and/or knowledge on the topic. Nonetheless, you should always consider the likely 
demographic diversity of your participants, both within and across different groups, in 
order to anticipate any barriers there may be to communication and engagement in your 
process. (See section 3.5.) 

Addressing the diversity of your participants is even more critical where the aim is to 
engage wider publics. As many who have organised an open public meeting discover, 
simply inviting ‘local residents’ typically attracts a fairly narrow demographic, unless you 
make concerted efforts to reach out to those groups in the community who do not 
generally attend such events or opt to recruit a cross-section of the population. (See 
Lightbody et al, 2017 and section 3.4 on recruitment strategies.) 

Developing the skill and habit of ‘thinking from the other’ enables you to attend to where 
your different groups of participants are coming from. Ironically, getting a handle on this 
diversity often means thinking about commonalities: what mixture of demographic and 
specifc stakeholder groupings (e.g. elderly, unemployed, parents of young children, 

‘The public’ or 
‘multiple publics’? 

We follow the practice of some 
social scientists and public 
participation practitioners who 
studiously avoid the temptation 
to think of ‘the public’ as a 
homogeneous entity and refer 
instead to ‘wider publics’, in the 
plural (e.g. Irwin & Wynne, 1996). 
There is no singular ‘public’ all 
with the same perspectives; 
rather, we citizens are diverse 
on numerous counts – shaped 
not only by demographics and 
culture but also by our particular 
personal experiences. Thinking in 
terms of plural ‘publics’ serves to 
remind us that this diversity may 
demand different approaches 
to engaging different groups. It 
also helps us to appreciate that, 
in choosing who to recruit for a 
particular engagement, we are 
in effect ‘constructing’ different 
publics. For example, the ‘public’ 
in the Scilly AONB stakeholder 
dialogue described earlier had a 
different profle to the ‘mini-public’ 
in the citizens’ juries described 
in Annex 5. Both were legitimate 
choices given the goals of these 
engagements. 
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people with mental health issues) are likely to be relevant in your process? The strategic 
considerations listed below should be addressed for each of the social groups you seek 
to engage. Where it is not possible to talk directly with people in each group, backstage 
work with local contacts or facilitators can be helpful. 

What is each group likely to want from the engagement? What’s ‘in it’ for them? 
There is a parallel between the strategic considerations you need to address for initiators 
and those for potential participants. Obviously, if there is no convergence between what 
initiators want from the engagement process and what would-be participants want, it will 
be a non-starter. 

For potential participants, as for initiators, it is vital to consider what will motivate them 
to commit time and energy to the process. If you do not fully consider what’s ‘in it’ for all 
potential participants, you are unlikely to succeed in recruiting those you want to engage 
or in designing a process that will keep them engaged. This means taking the time to 
consider the specifcs of each social group, their lifestyle, needs, etc. Doing this enables 
you to anticipate potential areas of common ground as well as differences, and this can 
help you decide what topics or questions the process should address and in what order. 
(See section 4.2.) 

What are their perceptions of the topic/community? What does it mean to each? 
Remember that different groups may have quite different stakes or interests in the topic 
or community. It can be very useful to know (though it is not always possible beforehand!) 
what issues are important to each group. Are personal experiences likely to have shaped 
what people know and think? Who or what else is shaping people’s perceptions? As with 
initiators, you should try to sense whether different groups of potential participants attach 
different framings and meanings to the topic or community. 

Again, it will be important to anticipate where there are commonalities and differences, 
and how deeply different issues matter to them. Where a topic matters deeply to people, 
strong emotions are likely to surface. Try to identify in advance any particular ‘hot’ issues 
that worry people or could become confrontational. Where different groups or individuals 
have deeply held opposing views or agendas, your process design and planning will need 
to address how to nurture dialogue that enables participants to explore and work through 
confict safely. 

What knowledge and other resources does each group bring to the process? 
Sometimes a participant or group is able to bring important practical resources to an 
engagement process: a good venue or food, a musical break or childcare, for instance. 
This is a great measure of collaboration and buy-in. 

Of strategic importance will be what relevant knowledge participants bring to the 
engagement process. Remember that ‘relevant knowledge’ in a public engagement 
process includes people’s stories. Local and experiential knowledge embedded in 
communities is often vital to coming up with effective strategies and solutions. It is also 
central to how citizens make sense of technical issues and debates (Fischer, 2000). 

What does each group need to know in order to participate meaningfully and 
equally in the process? 
You can establish in general terms what potential participants need to know in order to 
participate from thinking about the focus of the engagement (section 2.2) and deciding 
on your goals for the process. But the specifcs of what different groups need to know in 
order to participate meaningfully and with confdence will depend on what they already 
know and, in some cases, on their educational history. 

What people need to know is likely to be a mix of specialist, procedural, experiential and 
local knowledge (see box). Remember that not everyone will be aware of the full 
background or the concerns and perspectives of other groups. Identifying the likely 
information needs of your various participant groups, and coming up with strategies to 
share that mix of knowledge effectively, can be crucial to ensuring that your engagement 
process is truly inclusive. (See section 3.5.) 

Information needs in 
dialogue and deliberation 

In general, people need less 
information in order to dialogue 
than to deliberate, because in 
dialogue there is no pressure to 
come to a decision. Yet dialogue 
on complex or specialist topics 
generally demands some 
informing work if people are 
to engage meaningfully in the 
topic. Sometimes the information 
required is highly technical (e.g., 
on research that raises ethical 
concerns); sometimes it will 
include personal testimonies 
(e.g., poverty and truth 
commissions); and sometimes 
the necessary information is more 
procedural in nature (e.g., Health 
Board protocols for allocating 
funds to local GP surgeries). 
Since most challenging issues 
these days are complex, 
information needs in deliberative 
processes typically include 
knowledge from specialists in a 
number of felds as well as from 
advocates of different positions, 
‘ordinary’ citizens and other 
stakeholders. In our citizens’ 
juries about wind farms (Roberts 
& Escobar, 2015b), participants 
heard from a science 
communicator, a renewables 
industry representative, one 
advocate for wind farm 
developments, and two against. 
And in the course of the 
engagement, they learned about 
the effciency of different sources 
of energy generation, government 
policy on renewables, and 
environmental, community and 
health impacts of wind farms. 
(See Annex 5.) 
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What is their history of doing public or community engagement? 
As with initiators, fnding out about your potential participants’ history of doing 
public or community engagement enables you to anticipate people’s openness to and 
capacity for public engagement. The more sceptical and inexperienced your potential 
participants, the more careful attention you must give to how you inspire and empower 
people. In the case of topic-focused engagements, it is not always possible to know 
about this in advance, though it is probably reasonable to expect a mix of experienced 
and inexperienced participants. Even in a room full of experienced participants you cannot 
assume that everyone will be equally skilled or confdent. In community-based 
engagements, prior history will be more evident: it can be helpful to hear what people 
remember about past engagements and to gauge the ‘reputation’ of past engagements 
across the community. 

2.5 Checklists for the strategic stage 

Below are the questions we have addressed under the three sets of strategic 
considerations. Note that these are an indicative list of questions to consider. Not all of 
them will be relevant for any one engagement process; others not mentioned here may be 
critical. Note, too, that some questions cross the three sets of considerations and so need 
to be addressed in parallel rather than sequentially. Indeed, some people we’ve worked 
with fnd it helpful to develop a single mindmap of their strategic considerations in order to 
keep sight of links between these three areas. 

STRATEGIC STAGE task: 
Map strategic considerations for your engagement process ... 

• The focus of the engagement process 
• Initiators of the process and where they are coming from 
• Potential participants and where they are coming from. 

The focus of the engagement 
• What is the focus of the engagement and what has prompted it? 
• What is the background and context of the topic/community? 
• What are the potentially controversial or diffcult issues? 
• Who are the powerful players shaping what happens with the topic/community? 
• What do we need to know in order to facilitate an engagement on this topic/community? 

Initiators of the process and where they are coming from 
• Which organisations or groups are initiating the engagement process? Should other stakeholders be involved? 
• What do they each want to come out of the engagement? What’s ‘in it’ for them? 
• What are their perceptions of the topic and/or community? What does it mean to each? 
• What knowledge and other resources do they each bring to the engagement process? 
• What is their history of doing public/community engagement? 

Potential participants and where they are coming from 
• Who (which social groups or bodies) should we engage on this topic? Who needs to be in the room? 
• Do we want to engage specifc groups or a whole community/population or a cross-section of the population 

(a mini-public)? 
• What is each group likely to want from the engagement? What’s ‘in it’ for them? 
• What are their perceptions of the topic/community? What does it mean to each? 
• What knowledge and other resources does each group bring to the process? 
• What does each group need to know in order to participate meaningfully and equally in the process? 
• What is their history of doing public or community engagement? 
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3.1 What does this involve? 

The task in this second stage in our framework is to use your strategic map to identify and 
agree on a list of requirements which your process design and plan must meet if it is to be 
ft for purpose. This step may not be familiar to readers, but in our experience, it captures 
an essential bridge between thinking strategically about an engagement process and 
developing an effective process design and plan. 

We have borrowed the term ‘requirements’ from product design: engineers come up with 
or are given a set of requirements (functionality, price, scale, etc) which specify parameters 
the product must meet. The requirements for your engagement process should translate 
what you’ve learned about your strategic considerations into things you must attend to in 
designing and planning the process. In our experience, requirements for public or 
community engagement processes fall into four categories: 

i) appropriate goals 
ii) time and place 
iii) recruitment strategy 
iv) facilitation challenges. 

This is the point in our framework when you start making critical decisions about what 
your engagement process will look and feel like. Your recruitment strategy and time and 
place decisions need to be agreed and implemented at an early stage, potentially months 
before the event. Your goals and the facilitation challenges you identify will be the guiding 
principles shaping both these early decisions and your process design and plan. This is 
why identifying the specifc requirements for your process plays such a pivotal role in the 
overall task of developing a successful engagement. Make sure you and your collaborators 
understand this, and allow enough time for everyone to refect on your strategic 
considerations and to deliberate on your requirements, spelling out justifcations for 
different views and suggestions. 

‘Thinking from the other’ is 
also crucial to identifying 
your requirements! 

Where people are coming from 
has implications for what goals 
you set, how you recruit them, 
what venue and timing you opt 
for, and how you maximize 
everyone’s contribution to and 
beneft from the process. 
‘Thinking from the other’ is thus 
a vital thread linking the strategic 
and requirements stages with the 
design and planning stages. It is 
also a vital link between the two 
facilitation skill sets of designing/ 
planning a process and enabling 
communication during that 
process. Keep in mind that a 
central role of facilitators (in both 
roles) is to encourage the fullest 
possible participation of the 
group in meeting their shared 
goals. So, whatever the mix of 
participants, you must attend to 
anything that might impact on the 
inclusivity of your process. 
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3.2 Decide on appropriate goals 

Appropriate goals are the central requirement an engagement process must meet and 
the main criterion against which engagement processes are evaluated. Deciding on 
appropriate goals is, therefore, the frst requirement you and your collaborators need 
to address. It may be that your goals have been set from the outset by the initiators or 
established in preliminary discussions with them. In any case, thinking about strategic 
considerations tends to lead to a refning of goals. Indeed, it makes sense to be thinking 
carefully about what goals are appropriate in parallel with your strategic mapping, since 
some of the judgements required – such as who should be engaged or what knowledge 
they will need – are contingent on specifying goals. 

Do our goals gel with what the initiators and potential participants want from the 
process and what will motivate each group to engage? 
There can be all sorts of factors to consider in coming up with appropriate goals for an 
engagement process but, logically, there are two simple criteria your goals must meet. 
They must refect the interests of initiators and participant groups alike and they must be 
achievable. 

With respect to the former, the obvious starting point is to refect on what both the 
initiators and potential participants want from the engagement, and what is motivating 
them, in order to identify areas of potential convergence and divergence of perspectives 
and interests. Where there is no convergence, or no prospect of your engagement 
meeting the aspirations of target participants, you must be willing to call a halt. 

There is no point in engagement if the process is not meaningful for participants and 
effective in terms of outcomes. If an engagement does not have an impact that 
participants feel is worthwhile, they may lose faith in participatory processes and be less 
willing to engage again. But if the engagement has impacts that make a positive difference 
to participants (or their community), they will be motivated to engage again in participatory 
processes because they have seen the potential benefts. 

Thinking of goals in terms 
of ‘Harvesting’ 

Somewhat unconventionally, Art 
of Hosting argue that the goals 
of ‘conversations that matters’ 
should be thought of in terms of 
what learning and/or decisions 
can be ‘harvested’ from it. 

“To harvest well, be aware of four 
things: 
• Harvesting is about making 

knowledge visible. Make a 
mind map, draw pictures, take 
notes, but whatever you do, 
create a record of your

 conversation. 
• Have a feedback loop. 

Know how you will use your 
harvest before you begin your

 meeting… 
• Harvest answers to the specifc 

questions you are asking, but 
also make sure you are paying 
attention to the cool stuff that 
is emerging in good

 conversations… 
• The more a harvest is 

co-created, the more it is 
co-owned. Don’t just appoint a 
secretary, note taker or a

 scribe.” 
(Art of Hosting, 2019) 
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Type of process Public participation goals Promises to publics 

Inform To provide publics with balanced and 
objective information to assist them in 
understanding the problem, alternative, 
opportunities and/or solutions. 

We will keep you informed. 

Consult To obtain publics’ feedback on analysis, 
alternatives and/or decisions. 

We will keep you informed, listen to and 
acknowledge your concerns and aspirations and 
provide feedback on how publics’ input 
infuenced the decision. 

Involve To involve work directly with publics 
throughout the process to ensure that their 
concerns and aspirations are consistently 
understood and considered. 

We will work with you to ensure that your 
concerns and aspirations are directly refected in 
the alternatives developed, and provide feedback 
on how publics’ input infuenced the decision. 

Collaborate To work as partners with publics in each 
aspect of the decision, including the 
development of alternatives and the 
identifcations of the preferred solution. 

We will look to you for advice and innovation in 
formulating solutions, and incorporate your advice 
and recommendations into the decisions to the 
maximum effect possible. 
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Are our goals realistic, achievable and feasible? 
Your strategic thinking about the topic and/or community should enable you to judge what 
goals are realistic and achievable. As noted earlier (section 2.1), backstage work can be 
critical to ensuring all parties buy in to specifc goals. If this is to be a deliberative process, 
you will need to establish where and to what extent citizen involvement in decision making 
is deliverable (see below). In addition to the deliverability of goals, you need to assess 
what type and scale of process is feasible, given the funding and time available but also 
other factors, such as the skills and prior experience of engagement of the various parties. 

Can we articulate our goals as broad aims and specifc objectives 
(i.e. outputs or outcomes)? 
Goals are usually couched in the terms of aims and objectives, where aims are understood 
to be broad aspirations and objectives are understood as more specifc and ‘tick-able’ 
goals. This is an important distinction. A statement of aims ‘locates’ the engagement in a 
broader mission (e.g., to engage residents more actively in shaping their housing, 
healthcare, etc). Participants and initiators alike take the frst step of engaging in the 
process if they share the stated aims. Objectives provide the practical focus for an 
engagement process and the basis for measuring the success or otherwise of that 
process. Objectives are usually framed as outcomes (understanding was built, a decision 
was made) and/or outputs (a plan or report). 

What level of infuence will participants have over any decision-making? 
It is vital that you and your collaborators share a clear understanding of where and to what 
extent participants can infuence or be involved in any decision making. The International 
Association of Public Participation (IAP2) has produced a very useful spectrum of public 
participation to signal that different types of engagement process involve different degrees 
of participation and participant impact on decision making (IAP2, 2006). We have 
reproduced this spectrum below: see the column headed public participation goals. 

Example of considerations 
for choosing what level of 
infuence is appropriate 

If your village has just suffered 
fooding and a public meeting 
has quickly been arranged with 
councillors present, the most 
important role of that meeting 
may well be an informing role. 
The councillors will want to hear 
about the impact of the food on 
residents and residents will want 
to hear from the councillors 
what support the council has in 
place to deal with any immediate 
damage. Consultation and/ 
or participatory deliberation on 
what measures are needed to 
minimise future fooding may well 
be a desirable next step. This 
would need more planning and 
preparation. 

IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum: increasing participant impact on the decision* 

Empower To place fnal decision-making in the hands We will implement what you decide. 
of publics. 

* Reproduced from IAP2, 2006. Note: we have replaced ‘the public’ with ‘publics’ throughout. 

The point of the IAP2 spectrum is not to pass judgement on particular types of 
engagement process. Rather, it is to help practitioners be clear about what level of 
participation and infuence is being offered in any one case, so that a realistic ‘promise’ 
can be made to participants (see below). Different aims, topics, contexts, and even stages 
in an engagement process may require different levels of participant input. In short, each 
level of participation can be the right choice depending on the particular circumstances. 
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What is our ‘promise’ to (each group of) our participants? 
A common mistake in setting goals is to try to achieve too much, to have over-broad or 
woolly aims or too many objectives. Engagement processes that raise expectations only 
to disappoint risk alienating participants. They may never come back. Modest ambitions 
that are met are far more likely to keep participants engaged and lead to further successes. 
Much public cynicism about public consultations is based on repeated experiences of 
broken promises, along the lines of – ‘We were asked what we thought but they ignored 
what we said’ or ‘They’d already decided what they were going to do’. 

The IAP2 has long argued that what practitioners say to publics about goals must be 
crystal clear and framed as a ‘promise to the public’ (IAP2, 2006). In particular, they argue, 
you must make explicit what level of infuence participants will have over any decision 
making, and ‘manage expectations’ accordingly. The right-hand column in the table on 
page 17 provides generic promises along these lines. The box below provides a specifc 
example from the Scilly AONB case, which covers the focus of participant infuence as 
well as the level. (Note: We prefer to talk of ‘promises to participants’ rather than ‘promise 
to the public’, but the concept is the same.) 

In our own practice, we have extended the scope of promises to participants to cover not 
only the goals of an engagement process and the infuence available, but also some 
information about the kind of process that will be involved: what participants can expect 
to get from the process and what it will ask of them. For example, if the process, or part of 
the process, is to be a dialogue, you might say something like ‘You will have an 
opportunity to air your feelings and views in a safe space, and to hear what other people 
feel’, highlighting the responsibility of facilitators to nurture trust and respect between 
participants. Such promises may appear in advanced publicity or recruitment material, or 
be made at the beginning of the engagement. 

There is an ethical as well as a practical point in the language of ‘promise’. It means not 
only that you convey clearly to your participants what infuence they will have as a result of 
engaging in your process but, in addition, that you commit to honouring that promise – 
by delivering on it and, once it’s over, demonstrating that you have done so. 

3.3 Make ‘time and place’ decisions 

There are two sets of time-critical decisions that need to be made about an engagement 
process once your goals and the resources available have been established: when and 
where the engagement process will take place; and how you will recruit participants. 
For obvious practical reasons, these decisions cannot wait for you to come up with a fnal 
process plan. 

Inclusion is a key consideration when thinking about timing and location: all choices are 
likely to favour some people over others. So again, you need to think from the perspective 
of (each group of) your potential participants and consider the implications of different 
options given their lifestyle, needs, and so forth. 

When – what date, day in the week and time of day – is it most realistic to hold 
the engagement? 
When in the calendar you should run the event will depend in part on how much 
preparation time your team needs but also on your goals. For instance, if the engagement 
is to make an input to a policy or decision-making process, you need to consider when 
this will have the greatest impact or what deadlines this imposes. In addition, there are 
often periods in the year to be avoided: e.g. holiday seasons, or harvest time if you want 
to engage farmers. 

Participants’ availability is a crucial consideration in all timing decisions. Where your 
participants are engaging in the process as part of their job, you can fairly confdently 
schedule this for weekdays and normal working hours (allowing for anyone who may work 

Example of a ‘promise to 
participants’. 

In the case of the Isles of Scilly 
AONB described in section 2.2, 
there was a concern to manage 
participants’ expectations about 
participant infuence on fnal 
decisions. The invitations sent 
out six weeks before the frst 
workshop, included short briefng 
notes with the following promise: 
‘It is likely that many different 
issues and solutions will be 
raised. Not all of these can be in 
the AONB Plan. However, these 
thoughts will not be lost. They will 
be categorised in the following 
way: 
• Action to be taken forward by 

the organisations responsible 
for implementing the plan 

• Actions to be taken forward by 
other local stakeholders, if they 
choose 

• Issues and ideas that fall 
outside the remit of the plan, 
which will be passed as advice 
to others. The AONB Offcer 
will not be able to guarantee 
action on these matters but 
will take responsibility to pass 
these thoughts to those who 
may be able to do something 
about them’. (Pound, 2004) 
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part-time or on shifts). Where your participants are having to make time for engaging around 
their normal commitments, choosing what day of the week and time of the day is fraught 
with hazards! Daytime or weekdays excludes most people in employment; evenings 
excludes most parents of young children and many older people; weekends are often 
busy time; and so on. Whatever choice you make you will always exclude some people. 

The amount of time available for an engagement process is a critical factor determining 
what it is possible to include in an engagement process (see section 5.1 on realistic 
timings). 

How long an engagement should take obviously depends on how much time you judge is 
needed to achieve your goals. To be realistic, you must also consider the level of funding 
available and your participants’ motivations: how much time will they be willing and able to 
commit to the engagement? Travel time is another important consideration when choosing 
a time of day, especially where you want to engage people from across a wide area: what 
are the train or ferry constraints? 

Where, geographically, should this engagement be held? 
The same applies when choosing where, geographically, to hold your engagement. If you 
are asking people to travel away from their immediate community or normal place of 
work, how far will your different target groups be willing to travel, given their likely level of 
motivation to participate and available transport options? Should you offer to cover travel 
expenses, even an overnight stay? Again, will your chosen participants be motivated 
enough to give up the time required? 

Once geography has been decided on, you need to choose a venue. In area-based 
engagements, there may be a venue which all sections of the local community are 
comfortable coming to. If not, you need to think carefully about what message your 
choice of venue will send to potential participants. For instance, a university venue is likely 
to feel daunting to many who have not studied at university. 

There are also practical requirements to consider about a venue. Is it easy for participants 
to get to and fnd? Is it big enough? Is it accessible for wheelchair users and people with 
other disabilities? Will the room layout (room size, furniture, walls, light, etc) work for the 
process you intend and for ease of facilitating on the day? Don’t delay your decision – 
venues often need to be booked well in advance. 

3.4 Choose a recruitment strategy 

Once you have made a fnal decision on your specifc goals, you will know precisely ‘who 
should be in the room’. In thinking about your potential participants, you will also know 
whether you are targeting specifc groups or a whole community or population (section 
2.4). Developing a recruitment strategy means deciding on how to go about selecting and 
recruiting the participants you want to engage. There are many choices to be made here. 
Which is appropriate in any one case depends on the focus and goals of the process, 
who your participants are and what kind of process is needed. (See section 4.2.) 

Be aware, as you work out what recruitment strategy is appropriate for your process, that 
there are implications to consider for all the choices you may make – implications for how 
‘legitimate’ the engagement is perceived to be, for how successful you are in recruiting 
those you seek to engage, and for the likely outcomes of the process. 

If we are targeting specifc groups, how will we recruit them and what should be 
the balance between different groups? 
Where the aim is to engage a particular stakeholder group or groups, there are broadly 
two types of selection process. In some cases, specifc known individuals are selected to 
participate in a closed event or series of events: e.g., because they are key stakeholders, 
have relevant expertise or have been nominated by their organisation. They are recruited by 
direct invitation. This can work well for deliberative processes, especially extended ones. 
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An alternative approach is to select a mix of stakeholders by some form of targeted 
selection and recruitment. For instance, an engagement on homelessness may opt to 
recruit a mix of homeless people, recognising the differing circumstances and 
perspectives of those living on the streets, in B&B, or with friends. Different tactics may be 
needed to reach potential participants from each group but often this will rely on 
‘snowballing’ the invitation to participate from one contact to another. 

Whichever selection strategy is used, there can be important implications to consider 
about which groups are invited and which not, and about the relative balance of different 
groups. 

If we are targeting the whole population or community, how will we reach all 
sections of the community? 
The conventional approach to engaging citizens across a community has been the open 
public meeting. There are times when this is appropriate, as in the public informing meeting 
following a recent fooding described earlier. As we noted in section 2.4, however, this 
format tends to favour particular demographics: people with time and a reasonable income, 
people with a university education, who are used to speaking out, already active in the 
community or on the topic. This has been called the ‘self-selection bias’. It has proven 
diffcult to attract a greater diversity of citizens, especially amongst young people and those 
on a low income or in full-time employment (Ryfe & Stalsburg, 2012; Beresford, 2013). 

If you want to engage a better mix of the population, you need to consider what types of 
inequalities might be operating (age, ethnicity, income, etc) and you need to be proactive 
(Lightbody et al, 2017). Identify different demographic groups living locally and think about 
where each of these groups is coming from (lifestyle, needs, etc). This can point to targeted 
messages and outreach efforts able to engage a wider range of residents, bringing the 
process to their locales and contexts. If done well, this recruitment strategy has the potential 
to build the buy-in, skills and confdence needed to participate in engagement events, 
alongside other sections of the community more used to participating in such processes. 

If we want a cross-section of participants, what are our criteria for selecting them? 
An alternative approach is to engage a pre-selected cross-section of the community or 
wider population in order to get a representative refection of what people from different 
backgrounds and perspectives think or would decide on the topic. Such ‘mini-publics’ – 
notably, citizens’ juries and citizens’ assemblies – are increasingly used to engage citizens 
in a deliberative process on a complex issue (Escobar & Elstub, 2017). Participants are 
selected through structured or purposive sampling methods designed to achieve the 
desired cross-section of the population. Efforts are made to lower barriers to participants. 
In particular, people are generally paid to participate in the process, to ensure that those 
on low incomes or who have care responsibilities are not excluded. The money works both 
as compensation, e.g. for lost earnings or childcare costs, and as an incentive to participate. 

There are choices to make about how you select participants for a mini-public. Citizen’s 
juries typically employ a polling organisation to recruit around 20 participants, using a pro 
forma designed to get a mix of demographic groups, views or experiences related to the 
topic, and other salient factors. In a citizens’ assembly on social care in Northern Ireland, 
for instance, it was important to get a balance of participants across religious divides 
(Hughes, T 2019). In the Icelandic Assembly in 2009, 1200 participants were chosen by 
lottery and a further 300 were representatives from companies, organisations and other 
groups (Wikipedia, National Assembly Iceland). In the Thinking Together Citizens’ 
Assembly held in Scotland in February 2013, organisers purposively selected from a pool 
of people who applied to participate to get a geographic as well as demographic spread 
(Citizen Participation Network, 2013). 

How many participants should we engage? 
However you select and recruit your participants, you also need to decide what number of 
participants is appropriate for your engagement process and whether to set a limit on how 
many people (from each target group) can participate. It does not follow that the more 
people you engage the better the process. The general assumption is that fewer people 
can dig deeper on an issue – as in citizens’ juries or stakeholder deliberations. But there 
are some striking counter examples, as we saw with the Icelandic case. Engaging more 
people can bring a wider perspective. Larger gatherings such as citizens’ assemblies may 
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also be seen as being more representative of a community or population, therefore having 
greater legitimacy. 

Different activities over time may involve different numbers of people and different amounts 
of time input. Where the stakeholders are citizens or residents in a community, some 
may be involved only at key stages or peripherally – because they are not so interested 
or because they are unable to commit a lot of time and energy – whilst others may have 
ongoing involvement, perhaps as a core team facilitating the overall process or processing 
output of the engagement. 

How will we reach our target groups? What message(s) will motivate our (differ-
ent groups of) potential participants to engage? 
Whether you are recruiting known individuals or selecting from specifc target groups or 
a wider population, you need to think about what channels to use to reach people and 
what message(s) you give them about the engagement process. In terms of channels, 
recruiting by invitation is usually by email, letter or personal contacts. The familiar options 
for open engagement events (and sometimes purposive sampling) are posters in popular 
thoroughfares, online posts and word of mouth. As ever, you need to consider who each 
of these channels will include and who will be excluded. If you want to maximise numbers 
engaging in a community or population as a whole, then using multiple methods makes 
sense. 

For some groups, you need to understand the major barriers to engagement – barriers 
both to people hearing about your engagement and to their being able to attend and 
participate – and reach out to these groups in order to come up with effective 
engagement strategies. (See section 3.5.) 

To be effective, your message should signal ‘what’s in it’ for each target group so that it 
has the greatest chance of motivating them to engage. It must obviously resonate with 
your goals for the engagement and your promise to participants in terms of what will 
happen with what comes out of the process. Where you have identifed barriers to 
engagement, it should also speak to what lies behind any reticence or lack of skills or 
confdence, including any promise about providing information and making the process 
safe for everyone to participate. In the case of mini-publics or other democratic 
innovations, it can be a good idea for the message to say something about the kind of 
process people are being invited to participate in. 

3.5 Identify key facilitation challenges 

The fourth set of requirements fowing from your strategic mapping comprises key 
facilitation challenges to be addressed in the design and planning of your engagement 
process, including how it is facilitated ‘on the day’. The key question here is: 
What challenges need to be overcome in order to ensure that goals are met and to 
maximise participation and inclusivity in the process? 

In our experience, the most common facilitation challenges in public participation and 
community engagement processes concern barriers to communication and collaboration, 
barriers to sharing knowledge, and barriers to engagement. Understanding what specifc 
barriers each of your participant groups might experience in these areas will help you 
identify what specifc facilitation challenges you need to attend to in your process design 
and planning. 

What are the potential barriers to effective communication and collaboration? 
Any barriers to communication will limit the scope for building understanding and for 
people working together collaboratively. Understanding such barriers enables you, in the 
design and planning stages, to address a key facilitation challenge: How will we build the 
trust and mutual respect needed for our (groups of) participants to have a dialogue and 
deliberate on the topic? 

Diferent kinds of 
communities 

We generally use the term 
‘community’ and community 
engagement to refer to 
‘communities of place’. But there 
are also ‘communities of practice’ 
and ‘communities of interest’. 
Communities of interest are 
geographically dispersed but 
share an identity, life experiences 
and interests, e.g. because of 
illness or disability, sexuality, 
religion, etc. Bear in mind that 
barriers to engagement can 
themselves be quite specifc to 
particular communities (or groups 
within communities) and very 
diverse across different 
communities (or groups within 
communities). The Glasgow 
Disability Alliance points out 
that area-based engagements 
which fail to address barriers 
to engagement facing disabled 
people – such as isolation, lack of 
social care, access issues – tend 
to reinforce a ‘cycle of exclusion 
and inequality’ (GDA, 2018 and 
see Annex 4). 
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As noted in section 2, your strategic mapping is likely to reveal a range of different 
perspectives, framings and meanings on the topic and/or community amongst your 
initiators and potential participants. In identifying specifc differences, you will want to 
consider where there is potential to build mutual understanding through dialogue and 
what might impede people’s willingness to hear the views of others (e.g. polarising issues 
which need to be handled with care). 

Pay attention also to the particular mix of participants: will there be power imbalances in 
the room which need to be addressed so that everyone can feel safe to speak openly? 
What about cultural differences? Will the deference to authority of some make it diffcult 
for them to express their views and be heard? And are there practical barriers to some 
people communicating or collaborating effectively, e.g., deafness, illiteracy? 

What are the potential barriers to sharing knowledge? 
Understanding any barriers to sharing knowledge enables you, in the design and planning 
stages, to address a key facilitation challenge: How should we approach the informing 
and learning this process requires on the topic for all our (groups of) participants? 

Identifying these potential barriers is not simply a case of identifying what specifc 
knowledge about the topic your various participants will need in order to engage 
meaningfully and equally: it is also about recognising where people may not be open to 
learning – e.g., because they have limited confdence to do this, or because they have 
strong views on the issue and don’t see the relevance of other perspectives. Your process 
will have to fnd ways to tap into and nurture learning between holders of all relevant 
knowledge without perpetuating ‘lay-expert divides’ or silencing those with vital local or 
experiential knowledge (see box). 

What are the potential barriers to engagement? 
Understanding any barriers to engagement enables you, in the design and planning stages, 
to address a key facilitation challenge: How will we keep all those we want to 
participate engaged in the process and able to participate meaningfully? 

As noted earlier, any barriers due to people’s prior experiences of engagement can be 
addressed in the message you use when recruiting participants. But the process also 
needs to attend to any scepticism or lack of confdence or relevant skills. Where people 
are used to conversing in an adversarial rather than a dialogic way, extra time and care will 
be needed to shift norms. The same is true where people are more used to asserting their 
views than exchanging reasoned argument in a deliberative way. Will you need to work on 
building people’s capacity for dialogue and deliberation before you begin the core tasks of 
the engagement? 

Of course, for some demographic groups and communities of interest the barriers to 
engagement may be much more profound, even structural (see box on page 21), such as 
social isolation, mental health issues, lack of adequate personal support, limited mobil-
ity or transport. Realities like these mean that much collaborative effort and creativity is 
required if we are to even get people along to an engagement, let alone fnd meaningful 
ways for them to participate once they get there. The key challenge here, then, in: What 
strategies are needed to reach groups facing deep barriers to engagement and to enable 
them to participate meaningfully if/when they do engage? 

Lay-expert dynamics 

Where some specialist knowledge 
is required, think about any 
potential ‘lay-expert’ dynamics. 
Specialists often need guidance 
on how to convey their expertise 
to people who are not themselves 
specialists in some area or 
have not had the same level of 
education. Bamboozling jargon 
and arrogant attitudes don’t 
only block learning: they also 
feed feelings of inferiority which 
can undermine confdence or 
prompt angry reactions. We have 
encountered people reluctant to 
converse with scientists for fear 
of being made to feel stupid, and 
scientists who don’t recognise 
that people’s opinions and stories 
are also ‘knowledge’ which may 
have a crucial bearing on resolving 
a complex issue. Considerable 
work is often needed to ensure 
that people’s lived stories are 
given equal respect to other 
‘expert’ contributions. Specialists 
sometimes need to be reminded 
that this too is relevant learning 
and that they should be active 
listeners! 
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3.6 Checklists for the requirements stage 

The checklists for each set of requirements are compiled below. 

REQUIREMENTS STAGE task: From your strategic considerations, identify what
requirements the engagement process must meet ... 

• Appropriate goals 
• Time and place 
• Recruitment strategy 
• Facilitation challenges. 

Decide on appropriate goals 
• Do our goals gel with what the initiators and potential participants want from the process and what will motivate 

each group to engage? 
• Are our goals realistic, achievable and feasible (given available resources and time)? 
• Can we articulate our goals as broad aims and specifc objectives (i.e. outputs or outcomes)? 
• What level of infuence will participants have over any decision-making? 
• What is our ‘promise’ to (each group of) our participants? 

Make ‘time and place’ decisions 
• When – what date, day in the week and time of day – is it most realistic to hold the engagement (given the needs 

of both initiators and participants)? 
• How long does the engagement need to be in order to meet its goals and be realistic? 
• Where, geographically, should the engagement be held (given participants’ motivation and travel needs)? 
• What venue will work for participants and facilitators alike? 

Choose a recruitment strategy 
• If we are targeting specifc groups, how will we recruit them and what should be the balance between different 

groups? 
• If we are targeting the whole population or community, how will reach all sections of the community? 
• If we want a cross-section of participants, what are our criteria for selecting them? 
• How many participants should we engage? 
• How will we reach our target groups? What message(s) will motivate our (different groups of) potential participants 

to engage? 

Identify key facilitation challenges 
• What are the potential barriers to effective communication and collaboration? 

- How will we build the trust and mutual respect needed for our (groups of) participants to have a dialogue and 
deliberate on the topic? 

• What are the potential barriers to sharing knowledge? 
- How should we approach the informing and learning this process requires on the topic for all our (groups of) 

participants? 
• What are the potential barriers to engagement? 

- How will we keep all those we want to participate engaged in the process and able to participate meaningfully? 
- What strategies are needed to reach groups facing deep barriers to engagement and to enable them to 

participate meaningfully if/when they do engage? 

It is vital that you and your collaborators share a clear understanding of the team’s reasons 
for each of the decisions you make about requirements in case you need to revisit those 
decisions in the course of your design and planning work or, afterwards, in light of your 
evaluation of the engagement. Keep your goals and facilitation challenges frmly in your 
sights throughout the task of designing and planning the process. Otherwise, your efforts 
can easily lose focus and your process may end up taking an unintended direction. 
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4.1 The distinction between design and planning 

As we noted in the introduction to this Handbook, a key feature and strength of our 
framework is its insistence on the requirements and design stages as essential elements 
linking the strategic work and detailed planning required. Our experience of developing 
public engagement processes has highlighted the need to separate process design and 
process planning. To fully appreciate why, you need to grasp the distinction drawn in our 
framework between designing and planning. 

In essence, the task of designing an engagement process identifes what steps need 
to happen and in what order, while the planning work elaborates how each step will be 
done. Thus, the process design is an overview of the ‘shape’ of a process, whilst the 
process plan contains all the necessary practical details to implement that design. 
For the purpose of our framework, we are using the term process design to mean a 
progression of steps, each defned by a ‘mini-objective’, that can take folk from where 
they are to where they and you want to be. This usage is rather particular to ourselves; 
to our knowledge, the term is not used in quite this way in the wider literature or practice. 
However, many public engagement practitioners have a working sense of the distinction 
between process design and process planning. 

The task of this design stage is to develop a process design – that progression of steps, 
each with mini-objectives. The process design in this sense is the ‘lynchpin’ of our 
framework: it should refect your strategic thinking and the specifc requirements you have 
drawn from it, and it should provide the structure for your detailed planning of the 
engagement process. Taken as a whole, the process design must (i) be capable of 
meeting your goals for the engagement process; (ii) address the facilitation challenges 
you have identifed; and (iii) be achievable within the time available. These three sets of 
requirements are the key criteria. 

A good process design – one that meets these requirements – is the best possible 
stepping stone into the fnal planning work: the progression of steps with mini-objectives 
provides a structure for developing the fnal process plan. 

Why separate design and 
planning? 

Separating out design and 
planning work, as we do in this 
framework, brings two benefts 
which could well be critical to 
the success or failure of your 
process: 
1) It ensures that you give 

adequate attention to 
translating all the critical work 
on strategic considerations 
and requirements into an 
appropriate design. 

2) It ensures that you do not 
jump straight into planning, 
for example, what techniques 
to use without frst developing 
a clear understanding of what 
you want them to achieve at 
different steps in your process. 

Note: If your process is an ongoing 
collaboration or engagement, you 
will have a broad brush, ‘work in 
progress’ type of process 
design – some sense of what 
has to happen at different events 
(meetings, backstage work, etc) 
or stages. And as you progress 
through these, you will develop 
specifc process designs for each 
stage or event. 
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4.2 What kind of process and communication is needed, 
and when? 

As a frst step to coming up with the full process design, it can be helpful to decide on 
the overall shape, or ‘broad contours’, of the engagement process given your goals and 
facilitation challenges. A good example of what we mean by this is a deliberative process 
which, by its very nature, moves through three stages: an informing stage, where 
participants acquire knowledge they need to engage meaningfully in the topic; a deliberating 
stage, where participants consider and select options; and a decision-making stage, 
where they draw conclusions or decide on recommendations, a plan, etc. Each of these 
stages has a broad aim; the full process design then identifes individual steps with specifc 
mini-objectives for each stage. 

Often people know from the outset what kind of ‘format’ (Elstub & Escobar, 2019) they 
want for their engagement process: e.g. participatory budgeting, citizens’ jury, consensus 
conference. But these formats are all empty vessels: they need to be ‘populated’ with a 
sequence of mini-objectives and, ultimately, with techniques and methods to meet those 
mini-objectives. 

We encourage you to consider what kinds of communication and process are needed 
and at what points in the overall shape of your engagement process. In particular, we 
encourage you to anticipate where in the process dialogue and/or deliberation would 
contribute to achieving what you and your participants want from the engagement. 

The IAP2 spectrum of public participation 
Where your engagement process might sit on the IAP2 spectrum of public participation 
(section 3.2) has a bearing on where, and to what end, dialogue and/or deliberation might 
be helpful. 

Informing-type processes tend to involve one-way communication from speakers – 
generally speakers with expert knowledge or in positions of power – to a largely passive 
‘audience’. There are circumstances in which this one-way model meets everyone’s 
needs, but it is worth considering whether in your context this amounts to a missed 
opportunity. The standard time-limited Q&A session can be helpful where the sole purpose 
is clarifcation. In other settings, there can be merit in creating opportunities for two- or 
multi-way communication to take place, signalling that all groups – even powerful or 
expert people – might have something to learn from others. 

Informing engagement processes have the potential to incorporate some dialogue. Whilst 
dialogic communication generally encourages greater participation, it does not bring 
participant infuence over decisions because there are no formal ‘outputs’ in dialogue. 
However, dialogue can provide a strong foundation for all types of public engagement 
including decision-focused processes (see box). 

Most engagement processes also require some amount of informing, not least deliberative 
processes. And rightly so. Knowledge is critical to enabling people to engage meaningfully 
in thinking about diffcult, complex issues or in coming up with workable solutions. 
In addition, sharing knowledge and stories, learning and refecting together with others in 
a safe and supported environment, tends to create a more level playing feld across 
participants with different backgrounds and views, encouraging good collaboration. It can 
also build people’s skills and confdence to make and express judgements about a topic. 

Public consultations generally involve a single engagement. Participants are invited to 
respond to a set of prepared questions, either online or at a public event. Communication 
here is also generally one-way – from citizen to the initiator. The framing of the consultation 
and the questions posed generally restrict what citizens are invited to comment on 
(see section 4.3 on framing). Here too, much beneft can be gained from the more 
open-ended, two-way communication in dialogue, especially in consultations conducted 
‘upstream’ of relevant policy making (Escobar, 2014). 

Engagement processes with greater public participation and infuence – the involve, 
collaborate or empower type of processes – generally involve a series of meetings and 
interactions. These lengthier decision-making processes enable greater depth of 
engagement and learning and so have the opportunity to be deliberative. 

The D+D model 

Oliver Escobar (2011) and others 
have demonstrated that where 
dialogic steps and a 
non-judgemental ethos are 
incorporated into deliberative 
processes – what he calls ‘D+D’ 
– these are more likely to 
succeed in being properly 
inclusive and participatory, so 
resulting in decisions which 
tap the ‘wisdom of the crowd’. 
Allowing time early on to nurture 
dialogue helps people to really 
hear and understand where the 
other participants are coming 
from. Where this is done well, 
trust and mutual respect are built, 
even across deep differences of 
backgrounds and views. This in 
turn helps builds the skills and 
motivation necessary for people 
to collaborate effectively through 
the deliberative process. In the 
learning stage, participants are 
enabled to engage meaningfully 
in the complexities of the issue, 
irrespective of their starting 
knowledge and educational 
background. In the deliberative 
stage, participants actively listen 
to each other as they exchange 
reasoned arguments and gain the 
confdence to express their own 
preferences. And decision-making 
in this fnal stage is more likely 
to be consensual. Because 
everyone has contributed there 
is much more likely to be ‘buy-in’ 
from all, even where they do not 
all agree with everything in the 
fnal decision. 
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Divergent and convergent processes and communication 
Another useful way of thinking about communication in different kinds of engagement 
processes is the distinction drawn by facilitators between divergent and convergent 
processes or stages in a process. In a divergent process or stage, the aim is to generate 
or pool information, views, experiences, creative ideas, etc. The fow of communication is 
expansive, opening up the topic and possibilities since no decisions are required. In a 
convergent process, the aim is to select options and alternatives in order to arrive at a 
conclusion or decision. The fow of communication narrows rather than expands the 
focus. 

The ‘facilitation diamond’ below captures how decision-focused processes generally 
require a stage of divergent communication before entering a convergent stage. 

Facilitation diamond 

Dialogue 
Divergent phase 

Convergent phase 
Deliberation 

In principle, dialogic approaches are ideal in divergent processes, as deliberative 
approaches are in convergent processes. In practice, however, divergent communication 
is not necessarily dialogic: e.g. brainstorming does not in itself require dialogue. Similarly, 
convergent communication is not necessarily deliberative: e.g. many decision-making 
processes do not involve deliberation. 

Once you’ve decided where dialogue and deliberation might be useful in your 
engagement process, remember that these two kinds of communication require quite 
different styles of facilitation. 
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Facilitation styles for dialogue and deliberation* 

Dialogue Deliberation 

Divergent pattern of communication Convergent pattern of communication 

Invites exploration and learning; no judgement Invites scrutiny of evidence and judgement 

Seeks to broaden and deepen understanding Seeks to sharpen and test arguments 

Personal experience is highly valued Evidence (which may include experience) 
(alongside other forms of knowledge) and reasoning are highly valued 

Ethics of care Ethics of judgement 

Space for private and public reasons Space for public reasons only 

No pressure to reach a conclusion or decision Pressure to reach a conclusion or decision 

* Reproduced from Escobar, 2019. 

4.3 Draw up your full process design 

Reminder: the central task of this design stage in our framework is to develop a process 
design, understood as a progression of steps capable of taking folk from where they are 
to where they and you want to be. Do not be tempted at this stage to think about your 
process design in terms of methods and techniques; that is a task for the planning stage 
in our framework. The point of the process design is to identify why you will do each step, 
not how. The steps in a process design are defned by what it is you want to achieve with 
each one – what mini-objective(s) they serve. So, your task is to work out what series of 
mini-objectives you need and in what order. 

As noted in section 4.1, your goals, facilitation challenges and decisions about timing are 
the three requirements your process design must meet. So, in drawing up the full process 
design you need to constantly ask: How does this step help move participants from where 
they are to where we and they want to end up? How does this step help us overcome the 
barriers we have identifed to communication, collaboration, knowledge sharing, 
engagement? Are all the steps in our process design feasible in the time available? 

Timing is a huge constraint in most public engagements, so be wary of overloading your 
process. Be willing to simplify your design by discarding steps that do not adequately 
further your goals or meet your facilitation challenges or that duplicate other steps. 
(See section 5.1.) 

Possible steps in divergent and convergent stages of a process 
Identifying where and when your process needs to be divergent or convergent is a good 
place to start to ‘populate’ your process design. The two lists below indicate various 
steps, with mini-objectives that might be included in dialogic divergent processes or 
stages in a process, and in deliberative convergent stages or processes. (These lists are 
not meant to be exhaustive.) 
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Indicative ‘mini-objectives’ in a dialogic divergent stage or process 
• Future visioning: To start a process from a positive mind set, not being 

overwhelmed by problems or barriers; and, potentially, to identify inspiring options or 
aims that might not have surfaced otherwise. 

• Gathering/sharing relevant knowledge(s): To help people learn things (from 
evidence, stories, etc) that will enable them to engage more deeply with the topic; 
and, where there is a knowledge imbalance in the room, on a more equal footing. 

• Pooling knowledge, experience, views and/or ideas: For the learning benefts 
above and to tap the ‘wisdom of the crowd’ – on the basis that everybody has 
something to contribute and deserves to be heard. 

• Building understanding: To encourage a deeper understanding of the issues and of 
where others (with different views and experiences) are coming from. 

• Generating ideas: To encourage people’s creative juices to fow, again tapping the 
benefts of collective intelligence, without (in that step) passing judgement on any of 
the ideas put forward. 

• Identifying options: To identify as many avenues as possible that might be taken to 
progress things, again without (in that step) passing judgement on any of the ideas 
put forward. 

• Recording output: To provide a record for participants and/or sponsors, etc or for 
the convergent stage to build upon. 

• Refecting on the topic: To encourage deeper engagement on the topic and issue; 
to build people’s ability to think about, and articulate and justify, their thinking or 
positions (as more than assertions); to encourage active listening – a respectful, 
inclusive approach to such conversations and an openness to hearing other people’s 
thinking or positions. 

Indicative ‘mini-objectives’ in a deliberative convergent stage or process 
• Exchanging reasoned arguments: To ensure that interactions and decisions are 

achieved on the basis of reasoned justifcations; and that arguments and decisions 
are based on ‘public good’ reasons not private interests. 

• Re-examining preferences: To create spaces in which people are able to review 
positions they started with in light of what they have learnt and heard in earlier stages 
of the process. 

• Mapping options: To group alternative options, or different aspects of the issue, as a 
basis for clarifying how the group will think about and work through the options. 

• Coming up with evaluative criteria: To provide an agreed and workable basis for 
evaluating alternatives, so that attempts to evaluate do not always return to 
underlying principles. 

• Prioritising/shortlisting options: To narrow down the list of candidate options, with 
clear justifcations for choices made, in order to deliberate more deeply on the 
options selected. 

• Evaluating alternatives: To decide which options are candidates to be taken forward. 
• Seeking agreement or consensus: To endeavour to be as participatory and 

inclusive as possible in reaching decisions so that, even if not everyone agrees with 
everything in the fnal decision, they all feel they contributed to shaping it and so have 
buy-in. 

• Making informed and reasoned decisions: If the process has been truly 
deliberative, the decision(s) reached should be based on informed and reasoned 
argument rather than who has power and infuence. 

• Drawing up an action plan to implement the decision: Where appropriate, to set 
the next stages in motion. 
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In practice, there is no clear-cut line between the two stages of a decision-focused 
engagement process. The tasks of refecting on the topic and exchanging reasoned 
arguments are likely to be blurred increasingly as the process transitions from divergent 
to convergent stages. Moreover, some of the mini-objectives listed here are likely to be 
needed in several steps in a process design: notably, building understanding and 
recording outputs in a divergent stage or process; and exchanging reasoned arguments 
and re-examining preferences in a deliberative convergent stage or process. 

You will note that the mini-objectives are couched in generic terms. In practice, the steps 
in any one process design will generally have a specifc focus relevant to your topic and 
goals – specifc knowledge to be shared or gathered, specifc tasks or activities to 
perform, specifc questions to be addressed and so forth. 

Framing each step in the process design 
It is useful in this design stage to think about how you frame each step of your process 
design, and the wording you use. This can be critical to how effectively each step meets 
its mini-objectives and keeps people engaged – and thus to the effectiveness or otherwise 
of the engagement process as a whole. Research has repeatedly demonstrated how the 
success of and participation in engagement efforts can be constrained or defected by the 
‘framing’ of the task, and by what questions are asked and how (e.g. Schon & Rein, 1994). 

Framing is about the content and breadth of focus of a question (or activity). Whether it 
is the framing of the whole engagement or of individual steps in the process design, you 
need to consider: How does this question progress us towards achieving our goals for the 
engagement? Will it motivate our participants to engage? Is the ‘lens’ too narrow or too 
broad? 

Framing in this sense determines what topics or issues are open for discussion and 
infuence. For example, the consultation in 2007 on building a second road crossing 
across the Forth estuary at Queensferry focused solely on the option of a bridge. 
A wider-angled framing of the consultation might have started from the question, ‘How 
can we best accommodate more traffc crossing the Forth?’ enabling citizens to address 
other options such as a tunnel or ferry crossing. 

Paying attention to the wording of a question, once the content and focus has been 
decided on, means checking whether the ‘register’ (tone and language used) is right for 
these participants. Is there potential ambiguity? Is the wording ‘loaded’ in favour of a 
particular view, etc? How questions are worded can also have a huge bearing on whose 
voices are included or excluded and on where dialogue may be able to go – for instance, 
the potential to move beyond ‘pro and anti’ positions. 

The importance of getting framing and wording right cannot be overstated. As facilitators, 
we have considerable power in this regard. Our choices are consequential. Take time over 
this. Involve all your collaborators. If in doubt, it can be helpful to test out questions with 
sponsors, initiators and/or potential participants. 

Powerful questions 

Dialogic and deliberative 
processes often take participants 
through a series of questions. 
Practitioner, Diana Pound, has 
found that ‘asking the right 
questions at the right time of 
the right people’ can be critical 
to the success of a stakeholder 
dialogue (Pound, Stakeholder 
Dialogue training, November 
2008). In a similar vein, the Art of 
Hosting talks about the need to 
design a ‘powerful question’ or 
questions in order to focus and 
deepen ‘conversations that 
matter’. ‘A good question is 
aligned with the need and 
purpose of the meeting and 
invites us to go to another level 
… [It] 
• is simple and clear 
• is thought provoking 
• generates energy 
• focuses inquiry 
• challenges assumptions 
• opens new possibilities 
• evokes more questions’. 

(artofhosting.org) 
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The order of steps, check-in and check-out 
The progression of steps in your process design must make sense in relation to where 
your participants are coming from and where they and you want to end up. The type of 
engagement process has a major bearing on the order of steps. For instance (as noted 
earlier), deliberative processes move through learning, deliberative and decision-making 
stages. The appropriate order for any one engagement also depends on the specifcs of 
the topic and your participants: for instance, what information needs must be met, and 
at what stages, in order to meet the goals of the process and enable everyone present to 
engage meaningfully? 

Taking people from where they are can necessitate several preliminary steps before 
engaging in the topic and goals of the process. This is where it is particularly helpful to 
frame facilitation in terms of hosting, as the ‘Art of Hosting’ do. How will we put people at 
ease? How will we nurture a safe and welcoming space? What tone do we want to set for 
the engagement? Mini-objectives for the opening session(s) of a public engagement can 
include some or all of the following: 

Illustrative mini-objectives for opening sessions 
• Welcome people. Endeavour to put people at ease from the outset. 
• Do introductions. ‘Art of Hosting’ uses the language of ‘checking in’ for the step 

where all participants, organisers and facilitators alike, get to say what they hope to 
get from the event and/or what motivated them to come. 

• Start people relaxing and feeling comfortable in the group. Depending on how 
well the different groups of participants know each other, or how comfortable are they 
likely to feel around each other, an ice breaking step may be helpful. 

• Establish some conversation guidelines (or ‘ground rules’) to help participants 
interact respectfully and inclusively. 

• Prepare people for the kind of process involved. In particular, it can be useful to 
have a dialogic step unrelated to the topic, to get people used to talking with and 
listening to each other in a non-judgemental manner and to build the trust and 
cooperation needed for good collaboration. 

Designing the closing sessions of an engagement process also requires careful thought. 
Typical mini-objectives here include the following: 

Illustrative mini-objectives for closing sessions 
• Draw threads together and recap what has been achieved. This should refer 

back to your goals and ‘promise’ to participants. If goals have not been fully met, or 
promises not fully honoured, this should be acknowledged. 

• Hear what everyone takes away from the process: e.g., the most important 
learning point for them personally, what most excited them about it or what they’re 
going to do as a result of the engagement. 

• Get feedback on how they experienced the process as part of your evaluation of 
the enggagement and refective practice. 

• Signal what next steps will be, what will happen to the ‘harvest’. This is 
obviously vital if this is part of an ongoing process where a plan agreed now has to be 
implemented or recommendations fed into a wider decision-making process. 

• Thank everyone for their contributions and celebrate this! 

Following the Art of Hosting again, the metaphor of ‘check out’ is helpful for these closing 
steps. The group is refecting on where they have got to and where they will go as a 
result. It is a good idea, whether in small groups or in plenary, to have everyone present 
say something positive that they personally take from the process. And it is essential to 
acknowledge and celebrate the hard work that everyone has put into it. Tone matters: 
people’s psychological state as they leave will colour how they feel about the engagement 
as a whole. 
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4.4 Checklist for the design stage 

Below is a checklist summarising what you need to consider in developing a process 
design. 

DESIGN STAGE task: Develop a process design - a progression of steps, each
with ‘mini-objectives’, capable of meeting your requirements ... 

• Is the process design capable of achieving our outcomes and outputs for the engagement process? 
• Does it address all our facilitation challenges, given the mix of participants? 
• Can it realistically be delivered, given the time available for the engagement? 
• Does the process start from where our participants are coming from? What kind of hosting is needed? 
• Is every step necessary?! Are we clear how each step will progress the process? 
• Does the ordering of the steps make sense? 
• Where in our process does communication need to be divergent and where convergent? 
• Where in our process will dialogue and/or deliberation be helpful? 
• Is the framing and wording of each step appropriate, given the topic, goals, type of communication required and 

mix of participants? 
• What do we want our participants to feel about the process when they leave? 

The success of your engagement process rests heavily on getting the process design 
right. Make sure you and your collaborators take the time needed to scrutinise each step 
and to iteratively develop the design until you feel it does the job. And make sure that 
everyone ‘owns’ the process design and shares the same understandings about why you 
need each step in the process and why it is in the order it is. You may be amazed at how 
much easier the detailed planning of your engagement process becomes when you have 
clarity about what mini-objectives you need each step to meet! 
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The process design you have developed provides a structure, a fow chart of 
mini-objectives, which you now need to ‘populate’. In effect, a good process plan is a 
set of instructions, or schedule, for how to conduct your engagement process. It must 
be capable of meeting all your requirements and attend to each mini-objective in your 
process design; and it must contain all relevant practical details, step by step. There are 
four aspects to the job: 

i) Draw up a timeline, identify individual sessions and work out timings. 
ii) Choose techniques, methods and groupings for each session. 
iii) Decide on all the practical details about how you will do each session. 
iv) Draft and refne the full process plan. 

Planning a public engagement is necessarily an iterative process. Except for the frst 
draft timeline and fnal process plan, these tasks cannot be worked through sequentially. 
So many of the critical choices – the allocation of timing between different sessions, the 
choice of techniques and groupings – are contingent on one another. 

What follows pertains to individual events, which may be stand-alone events or individual 
steps in an ongoing process. 

5.1 Draw up a timeline and identify individual sessions 

At this stage, many facilitators get out the fipchart paper, post-its and marker pens and 
draw up a timeline. This is a great way to start developing your process plan: time is your 
starting point. 

The simplest timeline is drawn horizontally on the middle of a fipchart sheet, oriented 
landscape. Mark off evenly the time you have for the engagement, initially just hours but 
eventually in units of 10 or 15 minutes. Write the mini-objectives on post-its and place 
these above the line in the appropriate order. When deciding on sessions, write the 
session titles and build the ‘how we’ll do it’ details on different colour post-its, and place 
these under the line, directly below the relevant mini-objective(s). This method helps you 
to keep clearly in your sights your objectives for each session. It also gives you an easy to 
digest image and overview of the emerging process plan, with timings viewed horizontally 
and session details viewed vertically. Breaks are also on post-its, of a third colour. Put all 
the breaks and sessions on post-its so that you can move them around as you refne your 
thinking about how to allocate timings, whilst retaining a visual image of the process as a 
whole. See the sample timeline opposite. Note: An early timeline like this one establishes 
the order of sessions; how long each session takes would be worked out in subsequent 
versions of the timeline. 

What’s a ‘session’?! 

For the purpose of drawing up 
the process plan, what you call a 
‘session’ is whatever helps your 
team and facilitators to keep 
track of what will happen, when 
and why. Substantive sessions 
are typically defned by a specifc 
task, activity or question to be 
addressed. What you call a 
‘session’ in the programme 
circulated to participants depends 
on what signal you want your 
session title to send about the 
focus of the session and what 
they’ll be doing. Consider how 
much information you want to 
give participants about each 
session when the programme is 
circulated (be it in advance or 
at the beginning of the 
engagement). For example, you 
may decide to present the 
opening tasks as a single session, 
called ‘check-in’ or ‘getting 
going’, or you may choose to 
present individual mini-objectives 
(e.g. setting guidelines) as 
separate sessions within an 
opening block of sessions. 
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Outline Reflect & Checkout 
– 

Check-in Explore recent dialogue on – 
intros potential role +    - what 

REGISTER guidelines animal welfare for ethical 
evidence on implications 

interest a stake-       take away 
– for dialogue in chicken farming BREAK holder network    - what next 

GREET farming practice  - thanks 

1.30 2.00 2.30 3.00 3.30 4.00 4.30 5.00 

1) brainstorm 
1)  Presentation Small group Tea + Coffee potential roles * Hosting * Aims discussion: from + 2) prioritise -* Tea & Coffee * go round: – researchers which would * quiet time BAKING! who’s here &  What are the 2) Experience of  be useful * go round why? farmers & retail challenges to different  * wrap up * guidelines re trade-offs(re customer  groups facilitated of different  perspective) 3) gauge levels welfare issues? of interest 

Translate your process design into sessions 
In some public engagements, translating your process design into sessions in your process 
plan may simply mean allocating one mini-objective to one session. For instance, a short 
deliberative process may have one learning session, one deliberative session and one 
decision-making session. In other cases, a single session in your engagement process may 
cover several mini-objectives from your process. This often works for opening sessions, 
which may include a check-in, guidelines, a context-setting step, even some kind of 
dialogic group work. It’s also possible for one mini-objective to be addressed progressively 
over several sessions, alongside others: for instance, where that mini-objective is an 
ongoing goal like ‘build participants’ skills in exchanging reasoned arguments’. 

Allocating time across sessions and breaks 
Working out how much time to allocate for each break and session in your engagement 
process is tricky: your decisions on this can be very critical to how participants experience 
the engagement. How long any one session should take obviously depends on practical 
considerations about how you are going to meet the mini-objectives for that session – 
what methods or techniques, groupings, etc you will use (see below). But it also depends 
on how long your participant groups can meaningfully engage in the different tasks and 
content of each session before getting exhausted. 

Sometimes less is more! 

If you do fnd it is simply not 
possible to ft everything into the 
process plan in the available time, 
we would urge you to review, and 
potentially revise or simplify, your 
choices about requirements and 
design. Are all the mini-objectives 
in your process design absolutely 
necessary to meet your objectives 
for this event? Or are your goals 
over-ambitious for a single event? 
Sometimes less is more: be 
willing to simplify your process so 
that you take everyone with you. 
Alternatively, consider whether 
it’s possible to extend the length 
of the event or to address your 
goals over more than one event. 
If you explain to participants and 
initiators your reasons for 
considering these options, they 
might be quite happy to revise 
their planned involvement 
accordingly. 
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Sometimes less is more!

If you do fnd it is simply not
possible to ft everything into the
process plan in the available time,
we would urge you to review,
and potentially revise or simplify,
your choices about requirements
and design. Are all the mini-ob-
jectives in your process design
absolutely necessary to meet
your objectives for this event?
Or are your goals over-ambitious
for a single event? Sometimes
less is more: be willing to simplify
your process so that you take
everyone with you. Alternatively,
consider whether it’s possible to
extend the length of the event or
to address your goals over more
than one event. If you explain to
participants and initiators your
reasons for considering these op-
tions, they might be quite happy
to revise their planned involve-
ment accordingly.
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A few points of guidance: 2 hours is probably the longest you should expect people to 
be engaging without a break; 1½ hours is comfortable. This might be a single session, 
working on a single task, or up to four short ones. Bear in mind that most people’s 
concentration span is about 20 minutes. Breaks mid-morning or afternoon should, as a 
minimum, allow people time to use the toilet and get a drink. (Check how many toilets 
there are if you expect a large number of participants!) Fifteen minutes may just allow for 
people’s physical needs, but is unlikely to feel like downtime or allow for much meaningful 
socialising; 30 minutes is leisurely. 

Almost invariably, some participants feel too rushed in at least some of the sessions. 
As a facilitator, it feels like there is never enough time! You are tempted to squeeze timings 
in order to ft everything in. But this can be dangerously counter-productive. Be mindful of 
people’s physical and social needs. If you overload sessions, shorten breaks or have 
over-long stretches between them, you risk your participants losing concentration so they 
are no longer able to engage, potentially becoming resentful. And this alone can be the 
death knell of an engagement! Be realistic about timings and, if you feel it is not possible 
to ft everything in, be willing to review and revise your process design or even your goals. 

Note: Working out timings for each session and juggling available time between the 
sessions in your engagement process has to be done iteratively. It is not possible to 
fnalise timings for your process plan until you have made all relevant decisions about how 
you will do each session. The juggling is ongoing! 

5.2 Choose techniques and methods for each session 

We have a training slide that says ‘Choosing techniques is the LAST thing you do when 
designing and planning a public engagement process!’ – the point being, of course, that 
you need to have done all the prior work on strategy, requirements and process design in 
order to know what it is you need your techniques to do. 

There are many books and other sources of information and guidance on different 
techniques and methods that can be used for participatory public engagement processes, 
including some good online sources and communities of practice (see bibliography in 
Escobar, 2011 and Annex 2). Our aim here is to give you some guiding principles to 
help you decide which particular techniques are appropriate for any one session in your 
process plan. 

Think before you choose! 
Over the years, facilitators tend to build up a set of favourite, tried and tested methods. 
And over the years, there have been shifting ‘fads’ for particular techniques, methods and 
types of process. (See box on terminology.) The temptation for many, experienced or not, 
is to be technique-driven: to choose technique(s) without frst considering what purpose 
they need each technique to achieve. This is one of the things which our staged approach 
to process design and planning avoids. 

Because you have already drawn up a process design and translated this into individual 
sessions, you know what mini-objective(s) you need each session to meet. This is your 
starting point and gives you the key criterion for deciding what techniques or methods to 
use: will this technique help you and your participants meet your mini-objectives for that 
session? Keep all your requirements in your sights when choosing techniques and 
working out exactly how you will use them. Which facilitation challenges need to be 
attended to in this session? What type(s) of communication and facilitation will be required? 
Does the technique work for how we have framed the activity, question or knowledge for 
this session? Are there any practical constraints: time, numbers, venue, etc? 

Some terminology 

There’s often a woolliness about 
terminology in relation how we 
use the term ‘technique’ in public 
engagement. 
• Dialogue and deliberation are 

not techniques: they refer to 
a specifc type of process and 
communication, ditto divergent 
and convergent processes/ 
communication. 

•  Citizens’ assemblies, 
participatory budgeting and the 
like are bigger than techniques. 
Oliver Escobar refers to these 
as (macro) ‘formats’ (Elstub 
and Escobar, 2019), within 
which all sorts of (micro) 
techniques might be used. 

• The term ‘techniques’ refers to 
defned facilitation procedures 
for achieving a particular 
purpose: e.g. familiar ones like 
a world café. 

• We use ‘methods’ to refer to 
simple ways of doing something: 
e.g. methods of recording. 
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Different techniques work for different purposes 
This is a crucial message: specifc techniques tend to be ‘ft for’ specifc purposes 
(sometimes more than one). There is a bewildering array of techniques out there, but if 
you start by thinking about what you want to come out of a particular session, you narrow 
down the search. Most techniques and methods used in participatory engagement 
processes can be grouped in this way. So, a good way to identify your options for a 
particular session is to think about your specifc mini-objective(s) for the session in terms 
of a generic purpose or what kind of outcomes you want to achieve in that session. The 
box below gives some simple illustrative examples. 

Examples of diferent techniques and methods for diferent purposes 

Generic purpose Techniques Methods 

Building understanding Storytelling ‘Buzz’ in pairs 

Pooling knowledge, views, ideas Carousel Quiet time (eg, for people to write their 
ideas, etc on cards to then be shared) 

Gauging feeling, levels of knowledge Sliding scales Show of hands 

Problem solving, moving forward Thinking hats Mapping methods 

Making choices Prioritising techniques Clustering methods 

Making decisions Various voting approaches Consensus building methods 

The distinction between divergent and convergent communication and processes is also 
useful here. In the table above, the frst three purposes are clearly divergent in terms of 
what comes out of a particular technique or method, and the second three convergent. 

Select (or adapt) the most straightforward technique to do the job 
Don’t try to be too clever or use techniques that may be bewildering for participants or 
take a disproportionate amount of time to explain and facilitate. Don’t forget the basic 
workshop methods and options which form the backbone of most participatory processes: 

• Group discussion (any size). You can opt to ‘go round’, so everyone present 
speaks, or to invite contributions ‘popcorn’ style, where the order is random and only 
those who choose to speak do so. There is a time for and merit in each approach. 

• Quiet time for personal refection. This can be a valuable antidote to intense group 
work, giving time for people to digest the topic and what’s going on, and to record 
their thoughts, questions and learning points. Quiet time can also be used to get 
people to individually come up with ideas, visions, etc to be written on cards and then 
pooled. This has the huge merit of ensuring that everyone’s contribution is heard 
without the pressure of having to speak ‘on the hoof’ in a group. 

• Pooling cards. Sharing individual thoughts and contributions by pooling cards often 
requires time for explaining and even re-drafting of cards, in order to ensure that each 
one is understood and there is shared meaning across the group. A pooling step is 
best done with agreement not to judge contributions. 

• Clustering cards. A sticky wall or a table can be used to cluster pooled cards with 
the aim of producing relevant categories. You can opt for the clusters and headings 
to be generated entirely by participants, or you can set some criteria, such as what 
purpose these clusters and headings will be used for next. Pooling and clustering 
contributions generated individually generally reveals areas of commonality and variety 
or divergence. Encourage people to also pay attention to any ‘outlier’ cards that 
don’t belong in a cluster: these are sometimes the most creative or thought-provoking 
contributions, opening a path to new understandings or solutions. 

• Moving between tables or ‘stations’: Getting people to look at the work on other 
groups’ tables is one way to avoid interminable feedback from small group work (be it 
on the same or different question or topic). Different ‘stations’ can be places where 
different aspects of a topic are addressed, either by designated or self-selected 
groups (as in ‘open space’ approaches) or by all groups moving round in a ‘carousel’. 

Divergent and convergent 
communication in one 
technique 

The metaplan is an interestingly 
hybrid technique. The frst task 
is for people to sit quietly and 
write on individual cards their 
own responses to a question. 
This generates lots of output, so 
is clearly a divergent step. The 
second task involves the group 
working together to arrange all 
the cards into clusters and agree 
headings for these clusters – 
hence ‘meta’-plan. This is clearly 
a convergent step, depending on 
what you intend to do with the 
clusters and headings. 
Sometimes the main purpose 
for doing a metaplan is to build 
collaboration and the most 
important output is participants’ 
chat around what clusters and 
headings to choose. The original 
cards or agreed headings may 
not have further use in the 
engagement process. But often 
the headings have a crucial role: 
for instance, they may be used 
to structure or set the agenda for 
the next stage(s) of the process. 
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Remember: as a facilitator, you are free to mix and adapt any methods and techniques in 
ways that best suit your purposes – so long as you and your collaborators are clear why 
you have chosen to do something a certain way and confdent that it will achieve what 
you want it to achieve. 

If you want to do something new or are using a technique for the frst time, it’s advisable 
to run a pilot of the technique with friends, colleagues or ‘tame’ participants. If possible, 
observe facilitators who are experienced in the technique before trying it out yourself. 
Follow instructions very carefully, keeping in mind the purpose and facilitation approach 
required. If you aren’t sure, your participants will be even more confused! 

Build in variety across the process plan 
At some point, in developing your process plan, you need to step back from thinking 
about individual sessions and sense what the process as a whole will feel like for 
participants. Is there enough variety to keep it interesting? Are people likely to lose 
concentration at certain points? Will they simply run out of energy before the end? 

Variety is in itself a good way to maintain interest (so long as folk are interested in the 
content!). Variety can come in your choice of methods and techniques, and in getting 
people to work in different group sizes: plenary, small group, pairs, individually. As noted 
earlier (section 5.1), you also need to build in adequate breaks to keep people fed and 
watered and to create down time away from the working sessions. 

Energy levels can fuctuate quite dramatically in the hothouse environment of an 
engagement that people care passionately about. Vary the pace and intensity through the 
process. Avoid having people sit at a table for too long: get them moving about from time 
to time; keep in reserve a fun, physically energising game for when you feel the energy in 
the room is plummeting. 

Last but not least, choose a range of methods and techniques that work for different 
learning and thinking styles. Not everyone is equally happy writing things down all the time 
and in some cases, you may have to fnd ways of including people with limited literacy. 
Not everyone is equally confdent speaking. Some people are highly analytical thinkers; 
others are more intuitive or creative. It’s very unlikely that everyone will enjoy and fourish in 
each and every session in your engagement process, but hopefully there is something for 
everyone in the process as a whole. 

5.3 Choose groupings for each session 

There are two sets of choices you might need to make about how to group people for 
any one step in your process: large vs small groupings and mixed vs similar people. Your 
choices around each of these have implications for what is likely to happen and for what 
techniques are likely to work. 

Large and small groupings 
In general, it is easier to nurture dialogue in small group than in large group formats. There 
are several reasons for this. Most obviously, people are more likely to open up in small 
groups, and only a few people get to speak in large group formats. People tend to be 
more nervous about speaking in a large group setting, especially if they don’t know most 
of the other participants. In addition, contributions are often more confrontational in large 
groupings, not least because adrenalin can begin to fow when people feel nervous or 
overwhelmed. 

Nonetheless, plenary sessions are useful when everyone needs to hear the same thing, 
e.g. welcomes, introduction and instructions; presentations of important information; 
feedback from small group sessions. And there are creative ways to increase 
participation, if not dialogue, in a large grouping. 

Diferent ways of allocating 
people to small groups 

There are a number of options 
for allocating people into small 
groups, all with pros and cons. 
If all the small groups are doing 
the same task, you may: 
• Group people randomly: this 

will produce an arbitrary mix, 
which may not be balanced. 

• Allocate people to groups in 
advance: this ensures a 
balance, but only if everyone 
turns up. 

If different groups are doing 
different tasks: 
• Let people choose which 

group task to join: this tends 
to result in uneven-sized 
groups; people who know 
each other stick together. 

• Ticket method: ensures 
equal-sized groups but reduces 
choice. 
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Grouping similar people together or mixing different people 
Where you are doing small group work, grouping similar people together or mixing 
different people together can be highly consequential in terms of what comes out of a 
discussion. Grouping like people together tends to strengthen that group’s views. This 
can be useful when in-depth expert refection is needed. Also, certain groups who may 
be reticent can gain confdence by talking with others like themselves before talking 
with people who are different. However, grouping like people together risks the ‘law of 
group polarisation’ where the views of everyone in a group, even those who came in with 
moderate views, become more extreme through the ‘echo chamber’ effect of hearing the 
same perspectives repeated and reinforced (Sunstein, 2002). 

By contrast, mixing different people tends to broaden understanding. It helps participants 
to hear where others are coming from; to generate creative ideas and to scope ideas; 
to evaluate proposals in terms of each other’s interests; to fnd common ground; and to 
recognise and deal constructively with confict. 

5.4 Finalise a fully detailed process plan 

For each session, there will be many practical details you need to attend to as you refne 
and then fnalise your process plan. These should include: 

• The focus and framing for the session: the question(s), activity or task. 
• The method(s) or technique(s) you will use. 
• Grouping: plenary, small, pairs or individual; mixed or like groups; self-selecting or 

allocated. 
• Timing: for all breaks and sessions, and for steps within sessions as needed. 
• Facilitation: will facilitators have to be recruited and trained? What guidance is 

needed in the process plan for facilitators: tasks, tips and style of facilitation? 
• Materials and other resources required: make a list in good time; check 

everything works. Does anything need to be bought or set up in advance? 

A word about facilitation: sometimes facilitators are drawn from the team or from the 
initiating organisations and sometimes it is necessary to recruit (additional) facilitators for 
the engagement process. Either way, it is important to provide ‘training’ in the process to 
anyone who has not been involved in designing and planning it – to walk people through 
the sessions and signal the style of facilitation required. This can serve to ‘stress test’ the 
process plan and the guidance for facilitators provided in it. 

Your timeline can continue to be useful as you progressively fll in these details and work 
out timings for each session. As you approach a fnal version, however, you should 
transpose all this information onto a full process plan that will serve as a schedule with full 
instructions to guide your organisers, facilitators and participants through the engagement 
process on the day. 

We have developed a table format for our process plans, with one column for the session 
name, timing and objectives (essentially the process design) and one or more columns 
for ‘what we will do’, facilitation style and materials needed. Rows separate sessions and 
breaks. We use coloured text and highlighting to make the document as readable as 
possible ‘in the heat of the moment’. 

Annex 5 includes the two-day process plan in this format developed for a series of citizens’ 
juries on wind farm development (in which Wendy and Oliver were involved). We would 
stress that this process plan is not meant to be used as an exemplar for designing 
citizens’ juries. Rather, we are sharing it in order to illustrate the level of detail required if 
a process plan is to be a useable set of instructions for organisers and facilitators of an 
engagement. Note also that the mini-objectives from the process design are repeated in 
the detailed plan (as session objectives): this serves to remind team members what they 
are trying to achieve in each session should plans go awry. 

Be fexible and responsive 
on the day! 

Be prepared to revise your 
process plan on the day! Even 
the most carefully prepared plans 
can go awry when something 
unexpected happens: the room 
is not set up, the technology 
doesn’t work, participants get 
lost and arrive harassed. As 
facilitators, we have a dual role 
on the day: to stay focused on 
participants, their contributions, 
their energy and engagement; 
and to keep the process plan, 
and the goals of the 
engagement, frmly in our sights. 
It can be diffcult to balance these 
two commitments when 
circumstances demand quick 
decisions or judgements on the 
hoof. For instance: suddenly 
participants are off on what 
seems like a tangent from the 
purpose of the event. Do you 
kindly but frmly say that, 
unfortunately, we cannot address 
that here? Or do you explore the 
thread a little more to understand 
its relevance for your participants 
and, perhaps in so doing, open up 
new understandings and 
solutions? Ideally facilitation is 
done ‘with a group’ not ‘to a 
group’ (Pound, 2008). When 
energy and engagement is 
dwindling, or some bit of the 
process is not working for 
participants, acknowledge this 
and ask them why. It may be an 
easy thing to fx. You may need 
to simplify what you’re asking 
them to do or they may suggest 
another way to get what’s 
needed from the session. Finally, 
always know in advance what 
your team’s priorities are – and 
so which bits you can skip or 
shorten – if you are running out 
of time. 
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5.5 Checklists for the planning stage 

The following checklists outline what you need to attend to in order to develop a workable 
process plan. 

PLANNING STAGE task: Elaborate a workable process plan for how each step
will happen … 

Drawing up the PROCESS PLAN 
1. Draw up a timeline, identify individual sessions and work out timings. 
2. Choose techniques, methods and groupings for each session. 
3. Decide on all the practical details about how you will do each session. 
4. Draft and refne the fnal process plan. 

1. Draw up a timeline, identify individual sessions and work out timings 
• Draw up a calibrated timeline for your engagement process based on how long you have decided it will last. 
• Translate the progression of mini-objectives from your process design into sessions for your process plan. 
• Work out how long you need for the opening and closing sessions. 
• Work out how long participants will need for refreshment, social and health breaks. 
• The time remaining after you have done this is what you have available for your ‘substantive’ sessions. Decide 

how best to allocate time across these. 

2. Choose techniques, methods and groupings for each session 
• Think before you choose: what mini-objective(s) do you need the technique to meet? 
• Different techniques and groupings work for different purposes 
• Select (or adapt) the most straightforward technique to do the job 
• Build in variety across the engagement process. 

3. Decide on all practical details for each session 
• The focus and framing for the session: the question(s), activity or task. 
• Facilitation: Will facilitators have to be recruited and trained? What guidance is needed in the process plan for 

facilitators: tasks, tips and style of facilitation? 
• Materials and other resources required: Make a list in good time; check everything works. Does anything need 

to be bought or set up in advance? 

4. Draft and refine the process plan 
• Make sure your team owns all the choices and knows why they were made. Encourage a deliberative 

approach when developing the plan, so that everyone gives reasons for their suggestions (e.g. specifc 
requirements or other elements in the plan). 

• Pay particular attention to timing: Do not risk exhausting or losing your participants! Be willing to review and 
revise earlier decisions about your engagement if it proves impossible to ft everything you want to do into the 
time available. 

• Refning the plan is an iterative process. It takes many drafts to arrive at a workable version. 
• Scrutinise and ‘stress’ test all aspects of your plan, against both strategic and practical considerations. Call on 

critical friends not on the team (colleagues, initiators, facilitators, etc.) to bring a second, third and fourth eye 
to the plan! 

• Be prepared to be fexible and responsive on the day. Keep focused on your participants as well as your 
process plan. Know which sessions and (mini-) objectives are your priorities and should not get squeezed if 
your timing over-runs. 
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• be capable of achieving 
your goals for the 
engagement. 

• start from where your 
participants are 

• be achievable within the 
resources and time 
available. 

• attend to your 
facilitation challenges. 
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• choose techniques and 
groupings appropriate to 
your mini-objectives. 

• have realistic timings 
and breaks. 

• attend to the needs of 
your participants. 

• provide all necessary 
practical details. 

6 How to use this framework 
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6.1 Overview 

The four-stage framework described in this Handbook provides you with a logical, 
structured approach to designing and planning an engagement process. Each stage has 
a task which feeds into the next, culminating in a workable and effective process plan. 
The table below provides a visual overview of the framework as a whole. We hope this 
provides a useful aide-memoire to familiarise yourself with the four stages and navigate 
your team through the tasks involved. 

Overview of the framework – highlighting the links between stages 

Strategy stage Requirements stage Design stage Planning stage 

TASK: Map strategic 
considerations for the 
engagement process: 
anything that will have a  
bearing on your decisions  
about goals, process  
design and process plan. 

TASK: Identify what 
‘requirements’ the 
process design and 
process plan must meet, 

TASK: Develop a process 
design: a progression of 
steps, each with 
‘mini-objectives’, capable 

TASK: Elaborate a process 
plan for how each step in 
the process design will be 

Strategic considerations: 
• Focus of the engagement: 

• Initiators: are generally a 

• Potential participants: 

Requirements: 
• Appropriate goals: 

• Time and place: Timing 

• Recruitment strategy: 

• Facilitation challenges: 

The process design 
provides a structure and 
rationale to guide your 
planning work. 

Criteria: to be effective it 
must: 

The process plan provides 
a detailed set of 
instructions for organisers 
and facilitators to follow 
‘on the day’. 

Criteria: to be workable it 
must: 

Note: the green text highlights links between the stages; the purple text highlights links between the elements of each stage 
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We have stressed that time spent in careful refection and preparation at each stage of the 
framework will be repaid when you create an engagement process that is meaningful and 
worthwhile for all concerned – that will not alienate people, ultimately wasting your time 
and theirs. This, for us, is the whole point of producing the Handbook. 

How much time you need to work through the four stages depends on how big and 
complex the engagement is intended to be, how familiar the topic/community and 
participants are to you and your collaborators, and how well your team works together. 
The more you use this framework, the easier and more natural it will become. Even when 
pressed for time, you should fnd that reading the checklists at each stage is enough to 
help you work logically through the tasks and avoid overlooking something critical. 

The simple ‘take away message’ from this Handbook is: make sure your team does 
address each of the four tasks in turn and is clear about your reasons for the judgements 
and decisions you make at each stage. Clarity about how each stage is linked to others is 
especially important as you move through identifying requirements to developing a 
process design and plan. Ensuring that your rationales for every aspect of the process 
design and plan are always explicit and always grounded in sound strategic thinking is the 
way to ensure that your eventual engagement process does the job. Learning to work in 
this way is also a great foundation for refective practice. 

6.2 Examples 

In Annex 6, we have brought together the checklists for each stage, in a format you can 
print out. These checklists are not intended as a rigid workplan; nor should they be used 
in a ‘tick box’ fashion. Rather, they provide you with a set of prompts, an aide memoire 
of what you might need to consider and attend to as you move through the four tasks in 
our framework. They should be used selectively and fexibly, as suits your purposes and 
context for any one engagement process; you should not be constrained by the content 
or framing of our questions. 

We hope these checklists will prove helpful whatever the type, setting and scale of your 
public engagement work. We encourage you to use them as ‘live’ working documents, 
from which you can select, adapt or add themes and questions as needed and in which 
you can record working notes as you develop your thinking and make relevant decisions. 
We would encourage you to use the framework to develop the habit of justifying (and 
accounting for) all the choices you make when designing and planning your engagement 
process. 

Annexes 3, 4 and 5 present three different examples to illustrate what working this 
framework can look like in practice. We offer these examples in the hope that they will 
clarify how to use the framework and help you gain confdence to apply it in your own 
public engagements. 

Annex 3 presents a set of questions selected and adapted from our framework checklists 
by Kevin McDermott in order to guide his community development team’s thinking about 
a set of deliberative mini-publics they were planning in Aberdeenshire. We share them 
here to illustrate three important points about how to use the checklists: 

• Use our checklists selectively and fexibly, as suits your purposes and context. 
Kevin drafted these questions as a working document: they focus his team’s attention 
on themes which were particularly salient to the type of engagement they were 
planning and which he did not want to neglect. 

• Key themes need to be addressed and developed progressively through the 
different stages, For instance, Kevin’s question ‘What level of infuence will the 
engagement process have on the initiating body?’ at the strategic stage is picked up 
as “What is our promise to participants on what will happen to the results of their 
deliberation?” at the requirements stage. Such explicit linking serves to keep visible 
for the team how key elements are threaded through each stage. 
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• Frame questions in ways that work for your purposes and team. 
For instance, two questions refect Kevin’s concern with appropriate ‘hosting’: ‘What 
kind of space are people going to come into on the frst day and how will we make 
them feel welcomed and safe?’ and ‘How do we want people to feel when they leave 
at the end of the process?’ These ‘powerful questions’ (see box in section 4.3) 
encourage him and his team to think more deeply about how to design the opening 
and closing sessions, by obliging them to ‘think from’ the perspective of their 
participants. 

Annexes 4 and 5 provide examples from two quite different public engagement 
processes: a community-led piece of action research and the citizens’ juries. In both 
cases, we have reproduced the teams’ actual process designs and ‘retrospectively 
constructed’ (from published reports) an indication of the strategic considerations and 
requirements that informed them, as if our framework had been used. Again, these 
examples illustrate how the process design should build on and refect both earlier 
strategic thinking and a clear understanding of what requirements (even if this terminology 
was not used) the engagement process must meet. Our account of the citizens’ juries 
includes the full process plan (signalled in section 5.4) to illustrate how all four stages in 
our framework build on the earlier stages. 

6.3 Evaluate! 

When the hard work of your engagement process is done, it’s tempting to short change 
review and evaluation of what happened. Don’t! It is an essential part of nurturing refective 
practice. 

The framework proposed in this Handbook has the potential to greatly enhance how 
deeply you are able to evaluate and learn from what happened in, and what came out of, 
your engagement process. Because the framework obliges your team to make explicit 
(ideally) why you made the choices you did as you worked through the four tasks, you are 
able to re-visit those choices when the process is over. 

Evaluation involves gathering and refecting on evidence from your participants, your initi-
ator team, organisers and facilitators. How successfully were goals met? What were the 
impacts? What did participants take from the engagement? What worked well for them? 
What did not go accordingly to plan? And so forth. 

When addressing these questions, the process of having worked through the framework 
enables you to look back at your reasons for choosing to design and plan the 
engagement the way you did. If goals were not met, was there something in our 
strategic mapping that we mis-judged or misunderstood – about the topic or community, 
the initiators or potential participants? Or, did our requirements and/or process design not 
adequately attend to these considerations? Were the mini-objectives wrong for a 
particular session, or was there something about our approach (methods, facilitation, 
timing, etc) that we need to reconsider? 

In short, this framework can help facilitators nurture refective practice. When things don’t 
entirely work out as planned, or outcomes and outputs aren’t entirely as hoped for, we 
can refect on the choices and judgements we made working through the stages of this 
framework, and so deepen our understanding and take this learning forward in our future 
practice. 

The facilitation task of designing and planning a public engagement process is a craft, 
honed by repeated practice and never perfect! In time, you and we will no doubt refne 
and evolve the framework and checklists shared in this Handbook. But we hope they 
provide a helpful point of reference for our community of practice at a time when the need 
to deepen citizen engagement has never been more pressing. 
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Annex 1: Other sources of guidance on process 
design and planning 

Four sources which share elements of our approach and have informed our thinking in 
certain areas are: the International Association for Public Participation (IAP2), the Scottish 
Community Development Centre, Dialogue Matters, and Art of Hosting. 

Training provided by the IAP2 addresses ‘Planning for effective public participation’, 
geared principally to organisations doing public participation on major planning decisions 
(www.iap2.org). Their staged process resonates with aspects of our framework. The frst 
two steps – gaining commitment from stakeholders and learning from publics – signal 
useful strategic considerations, including fnding out what experience and attitudes these 
different groups bring to doing public engagement. The third and fourth steps share 
elements of our requirements and process design work: identifying the appropriate level of 
participation and defning what they call ‘the decision process’ with specifc objectives for 
each step in a multi-stage process. Their ffth develops a detailed plan. 

The Scottish Community Development Centre (SCDC) is a third sector organisation, the 
lead body for community development in Scotland. With funding from the Scottish 
Government, they have produced a set of National Standards for Community Engagement; 
a linked online tool Visioning Outcomes in Community Engagement (VOiCE), to support 
community engagement and community planning (www.voicescotland.org.uk); and 
another online tool, LEAP, offering a fve step planning and evaluation cycle. The National 
Standards highlight good practice in seven areas – inclusion, support, planning, working 
together, methods, communication, impact – with a strong emphasis on evaluation for 
accountability and learning. We believe our framework could usefully be incorporated into 
the VOiCE format. 

Both IAP2 and SCDC share strong commitments echoed in this Handbook: commitments 
to work collaboratively when developing an engagement process; to agree clear and 
realistic goals; to strive for diversity and inclusivity of participants; to choose techniques 
that ‘ft’ the purpose and participants; and to refective practice. 

Diana Pound and colleagues at the consultancy Dialogue Matters share these 
commitments. They design, facilitate and provide training in stakeholder dialogue and 
consensus building around environmental issues. As the name implied, they also have a 
deep commitment to nurturing a non-judgemental ethos through dialogue, as an essential 
underpinning of genuine inclusivity and collaboration. When embedded in good process 
design, dialogue enables different groups to really hear and understand where others are 
coming from, and to then generate creative and workable solutions. This ethos is central 
to our work, and we have adopted several techniques learned from this group. 

The Art of Hosting also brings a strongly dialogic approach to ‘conversations that matter’. 
An international network of practitioners, it offers training in ‘hosting’ such conversations 
in a range of settings – the term ‘hosting’ being preferred to facilitating. ‘Art of Hosting is 
a highly effective way of harnessing the collective wisdom and self-organizing capacity 
of groups of any size … [It] blends a suite of powerful conversational processes to invite 
people to step in and take charge of the challenges facing them’. We have adopted some 
of their terminology and concepts which we feel usefully deepen or extend conventional 
facilitation approaches: ‘harvesting’ what people say and agree, designing ‘powerful 
questions’, ‘checking in’ and ‘checking out’. 
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Annex 2: Online sources of information on 
participatory practice and techniques 

Communities of practice – Scotland/UK 
• Citizen Participation Network 

www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/webadmin?A2=PPN-CITIZEN-PARTICIPATION-
GROUP;5a18e651.1912p 

• Involve www.involve.org.uk 
• New Economics Foundation 

neweconomics.org/search/issue/democracy-and-participation 
• Open Government Partnership www.opengovpartnership.org 
• Participatory Budgeting Network (UK) pbnetwork.org.uk 
• Participatory Budgeting Scotland pbscotland.scot 
• Planning Aid (Scotland) pas.org.uk 
• Scottish Health Council www.scottishhealthcouncil.org/home.aspx 

Communities of practice – international 
• The Center for Deliberative Democracy (USA) cdd.stanford.edu/polls. 

See in particular ‘Deliberative Polling: An Executive Summary’ and Videos. 
• Engage 2020 Action Catalogue (EU) actioncatalogue.eu 
• Essential Partners (formerly Public Conversations Project) (USA) whatisessential.org 
• International Association for Public Participation www.iap2.org 
• International Observatory on Participatory Democracy www.oidp.net/en/ 
• Journal of Public Deliberation (open access) www.publicdeliberation.net/jpd 
• National Coalition for Dialogue and Deliberation (USA) ncdd.org 
• New Democracy Foundation (Australia) www.newdemocracy.com.au 
• Participedia participedia.net 
• Public Dialogue Consortium (USA) publicdialogue.org 

Podcasts and videos 
• Documentary: ‘Beyond Elections’ www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJkajOPgkhw 
• Podcast: Could a citizens’ jury help break the Brexit deadlock? 

polarised.simplecast.fm/could-a-citizens-jury-break-the-brexit-deadlock 
• Podcast: Legislature by Lot, with Prof. John Gastil realdemocracynow.com.au/3-3 
• Podcasts and videos on deliberation, by the New Democracy Foundation in Australia: 

www.newdemocracy.com.au/videos 
• Podcast series: Real Democracy Now! realdemocracynow.com.au 
• RSA’s Citizens’ Economic Council www.thersa.org/action-and-research/rsa-projects/ 

economy-enterprise-manufacturing-folder/citizens-economic-council 
• Short flm: Irish Citizens Assembly on abortion; ‘When Citizens Assemble’ 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjpuDk9_BWI 
• Short video by the Sortition Foundation: ‘A real democracy would use sortition’ 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=12V9rV_bp_M 
• ‘Talking Politics’ guide to Deliberative Democracy, with David Runciman 

www.talkingpoliticspodcast.com/blog/2019/135-talking-politics-guide-to-
deliberative-democracy 

• Ted Talks: 
o Beth Noveck: Demand a more open source government: 

www.ted.com/talks/beth_noveck_demand_a_more_open_source_ 
government?language=en 

o ‘Imagine a European democracy without borders’ 
www.ted.com/talks/george_papandreou_imagine_a_european_democracy_ 
without_borders 

o Robert Singleton: Crowdsourcing Democracy: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3Yi76vjmWo 

o ‘What did democracy really mean in Athens?’ ed.ted.com/lessons/ 
what-did-democracy-really-mean-in-athens-melissa-schwartzberg 
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Annex 3: Illustrative questions selected and adapted 
from the framework checklists in order to develop a 
process design for a deliberative mini-public 

Note: This set of questions was drawn up by a collaborator of ours, community 
development team leader, Kevin McDermott. He selected and adapted questions and 
themes from our framework checklists in order to guide his team in thinking about 
how to design a set of deliberative mini-publics locally. It should not be taken as a 
comprehensive list of what they need to think about for this kind of engagement: some 
elements will be taken for granted by his experienced team, others may be added later. 
Rather, these questions were drafted as a working document. We share them here to 
illustrate that you should use our checklists selectively and fexibly, as suits your 
purposes and context. See section 6.2 for details of what we take from Kevin’s offering. 

STRATEGIC STAGE 

Focus of the engagement 
• What is the focus of our engagement and what /who has prompted it? 
• What is the background to this; is there anything potentially controversial to be aware of? 
• What do we need to understand about this topic before we try to design a process? 

Initiators 
• What do the main stakeholders want to get out of this process? 
• How will the stakeholders be involved in the planning and delivery of the process? 
• What level of infuence will the engagement process have on the initiating body? 
• What is the track record/ perception of the initiating body in responding to 

community engagement processes? 
Potential participants 

• We intend to engage a mini-public: should this be a cross section of specifc defned 
stakeholder groups or of the whole population? 

• What is in it for participants – why should they get involved? 

REQUIREMENTS STAGE 

Goals 
• What are the specifc goals agreed with the initiators? 
• What is our PROMISE to participants on what will happen to the results of their 

deliberation? 
• What are we aiming to ‘harvest’ from the discussions and the process? 

Timing decisions 
• When must the fnal report be produced? 
• How far are people going to have to travel to take part and how does that impact on 

start and end times? 
Recruitment strategy 

• What would a representative group of participants look like for our mini-public? 
• What criteria are appropriate for our mini-public and what should be the balance 

between different criteria (e.g. gender, sexuality, age, employment status, EAL 
speakers, disabilities, Gypsy Travellers, people with lived experience of the topic)? 

• Will we or the initiating group do the recruitment, or will we pay an external body to do it? 
• When do we need to begin recruiting the participants? 
• How is the recruitment going to happen? 

Facilitation challenges 
• When we frst get the group together how will we seek to build trust in each other 

and in the process? 
• How much knowledge / ‘expert’ input on the topic will participants need during the 

sessions in order to engage meaningfully? 
• How will we reassure people that they have enough ‘knowledge’ to take part and 

that they will be supported to learn more through the process? 
• How will we seek to ensure that everyone has an equal chance to participate in both 

the dialogue and deliberation phases? 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 
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DESIGN STAGE 

Opening sessions 
• What kind of space are people going to come into on the frst day and how will we  

make them feel welcomed and safe? 
• What needs to happen when people frst come together with regard to introducing  

the topic and the principles of dialogue? 
Substantive sessions in the deliberation 

• What do people need to be informed about to build understanding and help them 
participate meaningfully in the process? Do we need to hear from people’s own life  
experiences? 

• How and when should we move from the dialogue stage to the deliberation stage? 
• How will we ensure that the group is comfortable with the process of generating and  

agreeing recommendations? 
• How will we capture the recommendations? 

Closing sessions 
• How do we want people to feel when they leave at the end of the process? 
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Annex 4: An example of working through strategy, 
requirements and process design 

Budgeting for Equality – Action research by disabled people 
exploring: How can disabled people play a full and meaningful role in 
participatory budgeting in Scotland? 

Note: This account of how a process design was arrived at in this project has been 
‘retrospectively re-constructed’ in terms of the stages of our framework, from the 
Glasgow Disability Alliance report (2019: 8). This was a piece of community-led action 
research which engaged, and was co-produced by, members of a community of 
interest: disabled people. We offer it here as an illustration of how the process design 
for a public engagement should build on and refect both earlier strategic thinking and 
a clear understanding of what requirements the engagement must meet. The GDA 
team were not familiar with our framework (or our terminology of ‘requirements’ or 
‘mini-objectives’), but their report provides key information and justifcation for both 
the project goals and the process design, which (as we recommend) is spelt out as a 
progression of steps, each with clear goals. Anyone wishing to fnd out how well the 
process design worked in the event, or to learn about the outcomes of the project, 
should consult the GDA report. Further information about the organisation’s activities 
following the action research (e.g. ‘Voices for Change’) is available on their website: 
gda.scot/about-us/what-we-do 

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Focus 
• ‘Participatory Budgeting (PB) is championed around the world as a transformational 

approach to decision making, where citizens’ involvement and expertise are harnessed 
to ensure funds get to where they are most needed’ (GDA, 2018: 8). However, 
research on early PB in Scotland (O’Hagan et al, 2017) concluded that PB in Scotland 
needs a much stronger emphasis on addressing inequality if it is to meet its 
transformative potential. 

• Prior research indicates that ‘Communities of interest facing multiple complex 
inequalities … are often excluded from community engagement initiatives, precisely 
because of the inequalities they face in society’ (GDA, 2018: 9). 

• Disabled people are one of the communities of interest which has not so far been 
engaged in PB. This is the issue which this project seeks to address. 

Initiators 
• As part of their roll out of PB, the Scottish Government commissioned this 6 month 

community-led action research project. ‘Community-led Action Research means 
supporting communities themselves to use their lived experience to decide on what 
to research and how, so they can evidence the need for positive change for their 
community’ (GDA, 2018: 11). 

• Glasgow Disability Alliance (GDA) is a ‘disabled-people led community of interest with 
4500 disabled members city-wide and a 17 year history developing disabled people’s 
capacity to participate and infuence change, in their own lives and communities’ 
(GDA, 2018: 1). ‘GDA members’ experience and expertise is a major asset in 
co-producing a robust PB framework for Scotland’ (GDA, 2018: 11). 

• Other resources: Researchers from What Works Scotland at the University of Glasgow, 
Glasgow Caledonian University, and Glasgow Centre for Population Health support 
aspects of the research process (survey design, training and debrief). 

Participants 
• There is a clear need to understand the inequalities and exclusion experienced by 

disabled people and the barriers to participating in decision making that affect them, 
in order to develop an approach to PB that empowers and works for them. ‘Our 
participation is crucial if we are to truly tackle inequality’ (GDA, 2018: 10). 

• In line with the principles of community-led action research, a team of GDA members 
co-designed and conducted the research, facilitated and supported by GDA’s 
specialist community engagement staff, the GDA Board and external researchers. 
Disabled people from the GDA and beyond were to be surveyed. 
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REQUIREMENTS 

Broad aims 
• The SG remit for the project was: ‘to explore how disabled people can play a full and 

meaningful role in PB in Scotland’ (GDA 2018: 1). Implicit here is the aim to reduce 
barriers to active engagement in PB and hence to the resources available. 

• GDA’s aims are: 
i) to explore ‘What helps and what hinders’ disabled people’s involvement in PB and 

community decision making’ (GDA, 2018: 1). 
ii) to keep ‘our members’ expertise frmly at the heart of the project’ (GDA, 2018: 11). 
iii) to make recommendations for a PB framework that can reduce the inequalities 

people with disability face, ensure meaningful participation, and improve life 
outcomes. 

Specific objectives 
• To design and administer a survey to disabled people in Scotland. 
• To train and support GDA members in the necessary research skills. 
• To conduct background research for a briefng to be circulated with the survey. 
• To analyse the evidence gathered, draw out recommendations and report. 
• To evaluate the research process and learning from it. 

Challenges 
• Capacity building for GDA member researchers. 
• Reaching as large a number and wide a range as possible of disabled people in 

Scotland. 
• Genuinely co-producing all aspects of the research. 

PROCESS DESIGN (GDA, 2018: 11-14) 

1. Collaborative research design 
• Conduct background research: gather evidence on PB; ‘Refect and draw on our 

experiences of involvement in local communities vs a city-wide community of interest’. 
• Develop a survey: initial research questions, survey ideas and outreach plan; pilot 

draft survey and briefng; fnalise survey and briefng materials based on feedback 
and consultation with external researchers. 

• Identify necessary training and support. 
2. Training and capacity building for our researchers throughout project 

• Research skills: three workshops (interviewing, research ethics, refective practice). 
• Plus sessions on in-depth PB familiarisation, research analysis principles, digital skills, 

intersectionality awareness, facilitation skills. 
• Tailored briefng and support sessions ahead of researchers’ engagement sessions. 

3. Outreach and feldwork 
• Share the survey through GDA’s channels and learning and support activities. 
• Conduct fve focus groups with different groupings (young, senior, ethnic minority) 

of disabled people in Glasgow. 
• Share the survey through other disability organisations and networks. 

4.  Researchers’ debrief 
• Refect and share our learning. 

5.Participatory analysis, write up and dissemination 
• Run analysis workshops to identify emerging themes. 
• Draw out, debate and establish key fndings re barriers to engagement. 
• Map participant priorities against existing PB policy re areas of decision making and 

potential infuence to develop recommendations (with input from the Steering group) 
to remove barriers and enable meaningful participation. 

• Produce a report and short flm to widen access to our co-produced evidence and 
recommendations. 

• Plan ongoing capacity building to continue the dialogue with GDA members. 
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Annex 5: An example of working through all four 
stages of the framework 

Citizens’ Juries on Windfarm Development in Scotland 

Note: This annex provides insights into working through all four stages of our frame-
work for a set of citizens’ juries. Our account of the strategy, requirements and process 
design tasks has been ‘retrospectively re-constructed’ from the very comprehensive 
project reports (Roberts & Escobar, 2015a and 2015b). The process plan shared here 
is the actual process plan that was used (albeit slightly modifed to ft the context of 
each jury). We would stress that this material should not be used as an exemplar for 
designing citizens’ juries. Rather, we offer it to illustrate several important points about 
our framework: 

i) all judgements and decisions made in the four stages of the framework have an 
(ideally) explicit justifcation or rationale; 

ii)  following from this, the ‘output’ of each stage feeds into and is built on in the 
next – evident, for instance, in the presence of the mini-objectives from the 
process design in the detailed plan (as ‘session objectives’) 

iii) a huge amount of detail is required for a process plan to be a useable set of 
instructions for organisers and facilitators of the engagement. 

It may not surprise readers to note that the preparatory work for the citizens’ juries on 
wind farms took seven months, from the initial meetings to the frst jury, and involved 
a Stewarding Board, plus an organising team, a research team and a facilitators’ team. 
For a full evaluation of the actual engagement process, its outcomes and the team’s 
refections on the process used in these citizens’ juries, see the full project report 
(Roberts & Escobar, 2015b). 

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Focus 
• There is growing interest internationally in citizens’ juries and other innovative 

forms of deliberative democracy as a way of invigorating representative democracy 
by engaging citizens in decision making on important but diffcult issues. 

• Wind energy and other forms of renewable energy are seen as an important element 
in strategies to tackle climate change. Scotland has seen proportionately more wind 
farm development than the rest of the UK. Wind farms have supporters and 
detractors, the latter fagging up issues for wildlife, landscape, communities and 
health. This is an issue which tends to polarise people, but the technicalities and 
complex trade-offs surrounding decisions about wind farm developments are not 
widely discussed or understood. 

Initiators 
• The project to conduct citizens’ juries on the topic was initiated, designed and 

conducted by a collaborative research project across ten universities, funded by 
the University of Edinburgh ECCI (Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Innovation) and 
ClimateXChange. 

• The collaboration included researchers of issues surrounding climate change. They 
were motivated by growing recognition that public debate on wind energy was 
dominated by voices with strong views or an obvious interest in the topic, that there 
was little space to hear from wider publics and little engagement by wider publics. 
They sought to investigate what citizens feel about wind farm development in 
Scotland when given a chance to learn about and deliberate on the topic. 

• The other researchers had an interest in deliberative democracy and policy-making 
and were motivated to encourage the uptake of mini-public formats like citizens’ 
juries. They wanted to conduct a more comprehensive study of citizens’ juries than 
was currently available – the process as well as the outcomes for participants – in 
order to gather evidence on the merits and practical challenges of this kind of 
deliberative engagement process. 
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• In addition to their inherent interest in the topic, the research team felt that wind farm 
development provided a good example of the kind of complex topic for which 
deliberative citizen engagement is well suited, since it involves diffcult trade-offs, 
long-term thinking and there is no simple or single solution. 

• Involving other stakeholders: a Stewarding Board was established, comprising 
representatives with ‘pro’ and ‘anti’ views on wind farms, as a way of ensuring the 
legitimacy of the exercise amongst stakeholders, that it was fair and transparent. Its 
role was to decide (by facilitated consensus) on aspects of the design of the juries, 
including the task to be carried out by the juries, the locations of the juries, and the 
list of prospective witnesses. 

Participants 
• There is a clear need to understand the inequalities and exclusion experienced by 

disabled people and the barriers to participating in decision making that affect them, 
in order to develop an approach to PB that empowers and works for them. ‘Our 
participation is crucial if we are to truly tackle inequality’ (GDA, 2018: 10). 

• In line with the principles of community-led action research, a team of GDA members 
co-designed and conducted the research, facilitated and supported by GDA’s 
specialist community engagement staff, the GDA Board and external researchers. 
Disabled people from the GDA and beyond were to be surveyed. 

REQUIREMENTS 

1 Goals 
Stated aims of the research team initiating this engagement process: 

i) To understand how deliberative processes can be used to engage citizens on 
complex public issues and inform decision makers about how such processes may 
be used in policy making – including the value that deliberative processes can add 
and the practical challenges of this approach. 

ii) To learn about citizens’ views on wind farms before and after the deliberative process 
and explore what the citizens involved think about on-shore wind farm development 
in Scotland when given the opportunity to learn and deliberate on the topic. 

Note: the juries were not part of a government-initiated public engagement and so did 
not feed into any offcial decision making on the topic, but they were deliberative in that 
participants were charged with the task of coming up with principles which could be used 
in deciding on wind farm developments in Scotland. 

Broad objectives: 
i) To design and conduct citizens’ juries in three rural communities across Scotland 
ii) To comprehensively research these deliberative mini-publics using mixed methods, 

including a series of questionnaires for jurors during the citizens’ juries. 
iii) To disseminate fndings and conclusions to policy-makers and across academia. 

Promise to participants: Potential participants to be told simply that they would be 
participating in ‘a public conversation about environmental issues’. (The topic of wind 
farm development was purposefully hidden, so as to encourage a broad representation of 
views and levels of engagement amongst the jurors.) 

2  Time and place decisions 
Three rural communities were chosen in different parts of Scotland: one close to an 
existing wind farm, one with a wind farm proposal currently being considered nearby, 
and one with no existing or proposed wind farm nearby. In this way, the team sought to 
explore how (much) local experience of on-shore wind farms shaped people’s views. 
To maximise attendance, the citizens’ juries would be held over two Saturdays, two or 
three weeks apart, and in a familiar location central to the community, such as the village 
hall. It was felt that this was the most time that could reasonably be asked of participants 
for a process that was not going to feed directly into offcial policy-making. 
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3 Recruitment 
In order to achieve a cross-section of the citizenry, it was decided that a polling 
organisation would be employed to recruit 22 participants in each community, with a 
sampling brief to get an appropriate demographic mix and a mix of views on 
environmental issues. 

To minimise self-selection, the prospective jurors would not be told they would be 
deliberating on wind farms, or that they would be taking part in a citizens’ jury. To reduce 
barriers to participation, prospective jurors would be informed that they would be paid to 
participate (and how much). 

4 Facilitation challenges 
The project team identifed a number of ‘guiding concerns’ to shape their design of the 
citizens’ juries process: 

i) To support jurors in accomplishing the task: setting realistic objectives for each 
session, allowing enough time for informing (given the learning needs of different 
participants) and for deliberating (without overwhelming or losing participants). 

ii) To ensure the process is inclusive: using a range of methods (for informing as well 
as deliberating) to enable different styles of learning and participation. 

iii) To design the process with a clear progressive logic: so that participants understand 
the process and develop a shared narrative about what’s being asked of them at 
each stage, and to make the overall task less daunting. 

iv) To make the forum as enjoyable as possible: through variety, long breaks, humour 
and enthusiasm 

v) To have a responsive facilitation style: moving between interventionist and ‘light touch’ 
approaches as needed. 

vi) To build the forums on the core principles and practice of dialogue and deliberation. 
vii) To ensure that both days have suffciently long breaks to enable jurors to relax in 

between the working sessions and to become comfortable with the team and the 
group. 

viii) To have time during the juries to collect research data: on how jurors experienced 
this kind of deliberative process and its impact on their knowledge and views about 
on-shore wind farm development in Scotland. 

PROCESS DESIGN 

The powerful question agreed on as the task for the citizens’ juries (shared with jurors on 
Day 1) was: 

‘There are strong views on wind farms in Scotland, with some people 
being strongly opposed, others being strongly in favour and a range 
of opinions in between. What should be the key principles for 
deciding about wind farm development and why?’ 

DAY 1 
Opening steps/mini-objectives 
1. To register, welcome + put at ease 
2. To start people feeling comfortable interacting with each other 
3. To explain the goals and process of the citizens’ juries, signpost Day 1 and get 

consent to participate 
4. To do introductions 
5. To provide a non-stressful experience of the kind of process we’ll use 
6. To establish conversation guidelines for the day 
7. To explain, administer + support jurors in completing the frst questionnaire: to get a 

fuller profle of participants and gauge views before the citizens jury begins 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 
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Informing and reflecting steps/mini-objectives 
8. Speaker presentations: to provide relevant information from a range of specialists and 

perspectives (see below) 
9. Group work: groups to come up with and agree on questions for the speakers. 

Focusing question here: What do you most need to know for the purpose of the 
citizens’ jury task? 

10. Q&A plenary: speaker(s) to respond to questions and any further questions to be 
‘parked’. 

There will be three sessions in this format and with these mini-objectives, covering three 
substantive aspects of the topics: the context of energy production and the environment; 
renewable energy, especially on-shore wind, and the policy framework for this; differing 
perspectives on on-shore wind farms. 

Closing steps/mini-objectives 
11. To administer and support jurors in completing the second questionnaire: to gauge 

the impact of Day 1 of the citizens’ jury on jurors’ learning and views, and how they 
experienced the process. 

12. Jurors to individually record their own key refections from today, this to provide the 
starting point for Day 2. What matters the most to you about wind farm development? 
What (questions or issues) do you want to pick up on Day 2? 

13. To hand out the Jurors’ Handbook and signal that witnesses will provide answers to 
any parked questions not covered in the Handbook for Day 2. 

14. To signal the goal for Day 2. 
15. To thank jurors for their hard work today + hand out the ‘incentives payments’. 

DAY 2 
Opening steps/mini-objectives 
1. To welcome back + register 
2. To administer + support jurors in completing the third questionnaire: to gauge what 

further learning jurors have acquired since Day 1 and whether their views or concerns 
have shifted in that time. 

3. To explain the programme and framing for today’s task. 
4. To revisit guidelines: to ensure continued commitment to working together respectfully 

and inclusively. 

Deliberation and deciding steps/mini-objectives 
5. To reconnect jurors with their refections from Day 1 and build on these to identify 

topic areas for the deliberative task of Day 2. 
6. Jurors (working in small groups) to come up with principles for each topic area. 
7. Jurors to identify which principles their group agrees on and which not (through 

exchanges of reasoned argument). 
8. Jurors to collectively draft statements of overarching principles for each topic area, 

signalling their reasons. 
9. Groups to scrutinise each other’s statements and seek common ground in order to 

produce fnal principles statements for each topic area. 
10. Jurors to prioritise the complete set of overarching principles. 
11. Jurors to consider how these principals might be put into practice, including how to 

resolve any conficts between specifc principles. 

Closing steps/mini-objectives 
12. To administer + support jurors in completing the fourth questionnaire: to gauge 

whether jurors’ learning and views have shifted as a result of Day 2 and how they 
experienced the process. 

13. To hear what the jurors take from the experience of participating in the citizen’s jury. 
14. To signal what will happen as a result of the citizens’ jury and all their hard work. 
15. To thank jurors for their hard work over the two days + hand out the ‘incentives 

payments’. 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 
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PROCESS PLAN – DAY 1 

SESSION + WHAT WE DO FACILITATION MATERIALS 
OBJECTIVES STYLE 

9.00-9.30 Sequence for each juror: 1) Organisers and Facilitators Room layout 
REGISTRATION 1) Welcome and registration in ‘hosting mode’ – warmly - Plenary: 1 set of tables arranged in 

- Warm welcome (registration hosts) welcoming jurors, informal horseshoe shape facing the screen, 
To welcome, register - Check off name on Ipsos Mori list (IM rep) atmosphere 20 seats max (6/6/6) 
+ put jurors at ease - Give each a name sticker badge plus 2) Organisers steer the - 2x working stations: assemble tables 
To provide a non- notepads + pens, for their own notes registration process clearly and for 10 people max to sit in circle 
stressful experience 2) Icebreaker (once they’ve settled) with humour (over the bingo 1) Registration table 
of the kind of - Give each a bingo pen + 1 orange A5 card pens!) - list of participants (from Ipsos Mori) 
process we’ll use and ask them to write clearly, with the Facilitators can help here. - name stickers pre-labelled 

bingo pens, ‘What do you like most about (It may mean catching jurors at - 20 bingo pens 
To start people living in this area?’ tea/coffee) - 30 orange A5 sheets 
feeling comfortable - Tell jurors to hold onto the bingo pens to 3) Facilitators scan the room - notepads + (normal) pens 
interacting with use through the day (but we want them constantly to welcome and 2) Sticky walls 
each other back at the end!) get to know jurors around - Small purple has Q on it: What do 

3) Move to mingle + beverages the catering and sticky wall you like most about living in this 
[mini-objectives - Invite jurors to move to the catering area areas – this can be a point of area? 
1, 5, 2] for some coffee/tea/biscuits; they can conversation - Large blue wall has Parking Space 

think about and write up their A5 sheet + space for prioritised Qs from each 
while drinking/mingling witness session (headings) 

- When they’ve done that, stick the orange 3) Catering 
cards on the small purple sticky wall - tea/coffee/biscuits + plenty of water 

9.30-10.30 1) Introduce the project + citizens’ jury 1) Be crystal clear! 1) Slides - various 
CHECK-IN [25 mins] Genuinely invite Qs of Audio recorder on from end of 1) 
[plenary] - Introduce the project + research + team clarifcation before signing 20 x Info Sheet + Consent Form 

[5 min] consent  [Once signed, collect the consent 
To explain the goals - Introduce the jury process + prog for 2) Light-touch facilitation; forms; signal that there is a copy in the 
+ process of the today [5 mins] steady fow; adapt pace reading Handbook which will be handed out 
citizens’ juries and - Explain the need for consent, hand out body language; humour if later.] 
get consent [3] and invite jurors to read Info Sheet + appropriate; point out + remind 2) Small purple sticky wall 

Consent Form [10 mins] them that they only have 30 Bell (timekeeping) 
To do introductions - Q&A + sign Consent Form [5 mins] secs each 3) Slides 
[4] 2) Introductions: buzz + go round 3) Popcorn style brain-storming, i) ‘What makes for a good 

[15 mins] but distribute airtime. conversation?’ 
To establish - short buzz in pairs to learn each other’s ii) sample guidelines we facilitators 
conversation names and answers to ‘What do you like Alternative prompt Qs: have found helpful 
guidelines for the most about living in this area?’ [2 mins] - How can we ensure that Flipchart + markers 
day [6] NB: frst use of bell to call time! everyone is heard? … is 

- each juror introduces the other to the comfortable to participate? 
[+ continuing 2, 5] whole group with their name + answer - Think of a public discussion 

[13 mins; 30 secs each] that didn’t go well, what can 
3) Plenary conversation [20 mins] we do here to avoid that? 
- Everyone here has something to 

contribute; we want you to think about 
how best to help that happen – ‘In your 
experience, what makes for a good 
conversation?’ 

- Get jurors to suggest conversation 
guidelines for the deliberation that matter 
to them, with possible suggestions or 
challenges from facilitators. Scribe 
records, then follows facilitator’s lead to 
turn jurors’ responses into core ideas all 
can agree on. 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 

https://9.30-10.30
https://9.00-9.30
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PROCESS PLAN – DAY 1 (continued) 

SESSION + WHAT WE DO FACILITATION MATERIALS 
OBJECTIVES STYLE 

10.30-11.00 1) Explain why we’re asking jurors to 1) Key points to jurors: 2) 23 hard copies of 1st Qaire 
QUESTIONNAIRE 1 complete a series of Qaires + the ‘aliases’ - This is not a test; it is really [While they are doing the Qaires, 

system to ensure confdentiality. anonymous. someone writes the date of next meet-
To get a fuller profle 2) Distribute + support jurors completing - We want to hear from you ing on the front of the Handbooks] 
of participants and Qaire 1 individually, so do spread out 3) Qaires box (a “post box” style box, 
gauge views before - Make sure they have their own space for to have space to complete covered). 
the citizens jury flling the Qaire – not elbow to elbow. the Qaire. 20 Jurors’ Handbook to be left by the 
begins [7] Lay out the Qaires around the room; don’t - It might feel strange or rather box 

hand them to people where they’re sitting long, but this is our way to 
To hand out Jurors’ on the horseshoe. ensure your participation has 
Handbooks [8] - Explain that we are all here to help if an impact. [UNPACK!] 

something is not clear - Genuinely invite Qs of 
- If they run into the break, we can bring clarifcation: You may ask us 

them tea or coffee if they want more time any questions. 
to complete the Qaire. 2) Helpers foat around to help 

3) As each juror fnishes the Qaire as needed 
- Check they’ve written their alias NB: Each helper has her own 
- Ask them to deposit their Qaire in the copy of the Qaire, so that if a 

Qaires Box (registration table) + pick up juror has a question the helper 
their Handbooks doesn’t have to check it on 

- Invite them to help themselves to the juror’s copy: respect their 
beverages for the break anonymity and private space, 

maintain appropriate physical 
distance. 

11.00-11.30 BELL! Encourage relaxed, light Catering: tea, coffee, biscuits + water 
BREAK conversation so we all get to 

know more about each other 

11.30-12.20 1) Speaker presentation [15 mins] 1) Speakers briefed to stick to 1) Slides for session 1 
SESSION 1 Introduce the ‘witness’, have slides ready + time + be clear. 2) Question cards = 1 colour per 
CONTEXT: energy keep time - Time keeping: we give the session = 180 cards total for today (60 
sources and the 2) Group work [15 mins] speaker 5 + 2 min warnings; each colour; A5) 
environment Introduce: aim is to generate Qs for the cut them off if they overrun! Sticky dots = 300 total for today (100 

speaker(s). Count off into two groups (each 2a) Quiet time per session) 
To provide relevant facilitated) - This is for what you want to Microphones – 1 per group 
information from a a) Quiet time to come up with question(s); know; these may be Q of fact 
range of specialists one Q per juror unless Qs of clarifcation or Qs of opinion. 
and perspectives [9] [2 mins] - Also, if there’s anything you 

don’t understand write it 
Groups to come up down. You can have more 
with and agree on than one Q (each on a new 
questions for the card) if they are Qs of 
speakers [10] clarifcation. This is really 

important for what we’re 
Speakers to respond trying to achieve in this CJ! 
to questions; further There’s no such thing as a 
questions to be stupid question! 
parked [11] 2b) Go round + consolidate 

responses 
- Should be fast paced. Check 

for clarity + shared meaning 
[continued] only – no discussion yet! 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 

https://11.30-12.20
https://10.30-11.00
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PROCESS PLAN – DAY 1 (continued) 

SESSION + 
OBJECTIVES 

SESSION 1 
[continued] 

WHAT WE DO 

b) Go round + consolidate responses: 
re-write Qs if necessary to remove any 
repetition and/or to clarify. Address issues of 
basic understanding where possible [7 mins] 
c) Prioritise Q cards on the basis of: What 
do you most need to know for the purpose of 
the CJ? each juror has 5 votes (5 sticky dots 
to place on cards) [5 mins] 
d) Ask for a volunteer to take the 5 prioritised 
Q cards to the plenary. 
e) Bundle up the other cards (labelled by 
group) to give to Parking Place helper (to pull 
out any remaining Qs of clarifcation). 
3) Q&A in plenary [20 mins] 
a) ‘Nominal group’ selection of Qs from 
each group (to avoid repetition) until all 10 
prioritised questions have been addressed 
b) Speakers address the Qs 
c) 2 mins quiet time at end for jurors to write 
any further Qs of clarifcation or issues they 
want to explore further (to keep for the next 
sessions). The former -> Parking Place: any 
not covered in the Handbook are marked 

FACILITATION 
STYLE 

- Remind them that voicing 
judgement of each other’s 
views (positive or negative!) 
can silence others. 

- Help the group if Qs need 
re-writing to integrate similar 
Qs or for clarity. 

- Mark Q cards with a tick 
if everyone is satisfed it has 
been answered adequately. 

3) Facilitation of Q&A. 
- This should be fast-paced: 

keep speaker responses 
short + to the point 

- Encourage adversarial/ 
passionate engagement 

- Highlight points of 
agreement + disagreement 

MATERIALS 

3) Parking place on large blue sticky 
wall 
- prioritised Qs 
- any further Qs 

12.20-1.20 LUNCH Catering 

1.20-2.40 
SESSION 2: 
RENEWABLE 
ENERGY: 
onshore wind + 
policy framework 

Aims: As for 
Session 1 

1) Speaker presentations in plenary 
[30 mins] 
- Introduce the 2 speakers [12 mins each] 
- Jurors have 2 mins after each speech 

to not down any Qs individually (so they 
remember them for writing Q cards in 
group work) 

2) Group work [20 mins] [Same procedure 
as Session 1] 
- If time, ask: Any further Qs in light of this 

group session? 
3) Q&A in plenary [30 mins] 
[Same procedure as Session 1] 

1) Time keeping: we give a 3 1) Slides: session 2 speakers 
min and 1 min warning + cut [Rest as for Session 1] 
them off if they overrun! 
2) Facilitation of group work 
[as for Session 1] 
+ Only add any further Q that 
get support in the group; 
checking for s hared meaning 
and clarity. 
3) Facilitation of Q&A. [as for 
Session 1] 
+ Maintain balance (between 
the 2 speakers) 

2.40-3.10 BREAK Catering 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 

https://2.40-3.10
https://1.20-2.40
https://12.20-1.20
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3.10-4.40 

PROCESS PLAN – DAY 1 (continued) 

SESSION + 
OBJECTIVES 

SESSION 3: 
ONSHORE WIND 
FARMS: differing 
perspectives 

Aims: As for 
Session 1 

WHAT WE DO 

1) Speaker presentations [40 mins] 
- Introduce the 2 speakers [15 mins each] 

presenting the broad case ‘for’ + ‘against’ 
onshore wind farms (order to be 
determined by prior coin toss) 

- Energiser: after the 1st presentation, 
invite jurors to get up and ‘jiggle’ their 
arms and legs [5 mins max] 

- Jurors given 2 mins to note down any 
questions 

2) Group work [20 mins] [Same procedure as 
Session 1] 
+ Energiser: you can ‘jiggle’ on way back to 
the horseshoe! 
3) Q&A in plenary [30 mins]
 [Same procedure as Session 1] 

FACILITATION 
STYLE 

1) Time keeping – as in 
Session 2 
Energiser: read body language 
2) Facilitation of group work
 [as for Session 1] 
3) Facilitation of Q&A 
[as for Session 2] 

MATERIALS 

1) Slides 
Session 3 speakers 

[Rest as for Session 1] 

2) Jurors complete Qaire 2) [as for 1st Qaire] 
[support as for 1st Qaire] - 23 hard copies of Qaire 2 

+ tea/coffee 
+ Use the time to pull out and 3) Postcards beside the Qaire box 
mark any Qs in the Parking 
Place not covered in the Jurors’ 
Handbook. 

1) Explain: the postcards are ‘a 
wee letter to yourself’ 1) 20 Postcards (all different) 
- Ask jurors to write their 2) Parking Place 

name on them 4) Envelopes with incentives 
- Humour: apologies for so 

many being of Edinburgh! 
We will keep them to start 
Day 2 with. 

3) Humour as appropriate 
4) Clap to acknowledge all their 
hard work! 

4.40-5.00 
QUESTIONNAIRE 2 

To gauge the impact 
of Day 1 of the 
citizens’ jury on 
jurors’ learning and 
views, and how they 
experienced the 
process [12] 

5.00-5.15 
CHECK-OUT 
[plenary] 

For jurors to record 
their own key 
refections from 
today [13] 

To commit that 
witnesses will 
provide answers to 
any parked questions 
[14] 

To signal the goal for 
Day 2 [15] 

To thank jurors for 
their hard work + 
hand out the ‘incen-
tives payments’ [16] 

1) Invite participants to stretch their legs 
2) Distribute + support jurors completing 
Qaire 2 
[as for 1st Qaire] + offer tea or coffee if they 
want one 
3) As each juror fnishes the Qaire: [as for 
1st Qaire] 
+ invite them to choose a postcard at the 
Qaire box 

1) Postcards for key refections 
[5 mins quiet time] 
Introduce: this is so you don’t forget what-
ever your main concerns are just now, and 
so we can pick up next time where we left 
off today. 
- What matters the most to you about WF 

development? 
- What (Qs/issues) do you want to pick up 

on Day 2? 
2) Handbooks and parking place [3 mins] 
- Hand out the Jurors’ Handbooks and 
commit to fnding answers to those parked 
Qs not addressed in the Handbook for the 
second jury session. 
3) Explain what happens next 
- 2 (or 3) weeks until the next meeting. 

They are free to check out info in the 
Handbook +/or from other sources, or to 
take a total break from the issue! 

- Get participants to sign the Contact Form 
and explain 

- Goal for Day 2: We reconvene for a day of 
conversations around the ‘task Q’. No more 
presentations, just quality time amongst 
ourselves 

4) Heartfelt thank yous 
+ Hands out envelops with the incentive 
envelops 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 

https://5.00-5.15
https://4.40-5.00
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9.00-9.30 

PROCESS PLAN – DAY 2 

SESSION + 
OBJECTIVES 

REGISTRATION 

To welcome folk 
back and register 
[mini-objective 1] 

WHAT WE DO 

Sequence for each juror: 
- Welcome + check names off our list 
- Give juror a blank sticker + bingo pen to 

write frst name as a name tag 
- Give each juror Questionnaire 3 and 

explain they can fll it in while having 
some coffee/tea or wait until the session 
starts 

- Invite them to go to the catering area for 
coffee/tea/biscuits 

FACILITATION 
STYLE 

Whole team in ‘hosting mode’ 
– warmly welcoming, informal. 
Mingle and chat. 
Can ask folk informally (might 
crystalise their thoughts for 
Qaire 3): 
i) What have you learned (on 
Day 1 or since) that surprised 
you or struck you as important 
for thinking about WF devts? 
ii) Have your views or feelings 
about WFs changed in any way 
since joining this citizens’ jury? 

MATERIALS 

Background music (to help put people 
at ease) 
Registration table: 
- list of jurors 
- large blank stickers 
- 20 bingo pens 
- 23 copies of Qaire 3 
Sticky walls: Large blue one with post-
cards from Day 1 (image side facing) + 
Conversation Guidelines 

9.20-9.40 
QUESTIONNAIRE 3 

To welcome all 
formally [1] 

To gauge what 
further learning 
jurors have 
conducted since 
Day 1 and whether 
their views or 
concerns have 
shifted [2] 

1) Welcome jurors back, remind them 
who is in the room (organisers, facilitators, 
researchers) 
2) Distribute + support jurors completing 
Qaire 3. Remind jurors of why we’re doing 
them + of the ‘aliases’ system. Invite jurors 
to fnd a seat in the room to have their own 
space for completing the Qaire. Explain that 
we are all here to help if something is not 
clear. 
3) As each juror fnishes the Qaire: 
- Check they have written their alias 
- Ask them to deposit the Qaire in the Qaires 

Box then take their Postcard (from Day 1) 
from the sticky wall 

1) Set a tone that is excited 
about what’s ahead today 
2) Float to help as needed 
NB: Each helper has her own 
copy of the Qaire, so that if a 
juror has a question the helper 
doesn’t have to check it on 
the juror’s copy: mind their 
anonymity and private space, 
maintain appropriate physical 
distance. 

1 and 2) Slides: Welcome back! + 
Qaire ID 
3) Qaire box (at registration table) 

1) Orientation: It’s crucial that 1) Slides: task & prog. 
this navigation is crystal clear 2) Conversation Guidelines from Day 1 
+ reassuring: you can do this! 
2) Conversation Guidelines: 
Remind jurors of why we have 
them. 

9.40-9.50 1) Orientation: Remind jurors that we are 
CHECK-IN 

To explain the 

doing a citizens’ jury …Day 1 was about 
learning; today is about coming to a view ( 
‘deliberating’) on the task: slide to remind. 

programme and Then, outline programme for the day. 
framing for today’s - Stress that they will work together to 
task [3] achieve this task, they don’t have to ‘know 

everything’ and they don’t have to agree. 
To revisit The key thing is that ‘you all have a say 
guidelines [4] and share the journey by collaborating’. 

2) Read out the Conversation Guidelines 
agreed on Day 1. Ask, how well did they 
work? How included/ heard did you feel in 
the conversations? Did everyone get a say? 
Is there something you would now like to add 
or change in these guidelines? 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 

https://9.20-9.40
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PROCESS PLAN – DAY 2 (continued) 

SESSION + WHAT WE DO FACILITATION MATERIALS 
OBJECTIVES STYLE 

9.50-10.35 
SESSION 1: 
LINKING DAY 1 
AND DAY 2 
[plenary] 

1) Go round: We’ll open by reminding 
ourselves of where we left off. Ask jurors to 
share their postcard refections from Day 1 
[10 mins; 30 secs each] 
- While they are speaking, scribes 

(unobtrusively) write jurors’ issues on A6 

2) Clustering: Follow jurors’ 
suggestions, popcorn style. 
The point here is not to debate 
or judge the issues. This is a 
collaborative job; you must 
all agree. Don’t demure! We’ll 

1) 
- Day 1 Postcards 
- Slide: 2 questions 
- A6 yellow cards 
2) 
- Blue sticky wall 

To reconnect jurors 
with their refections 
from Day 1 and build 
on these to identify 

yellow cards – 1 issue per card. The cards 
go on a sticky wall, randomly. 

2) Clustering [30 mins] Explain: The aim 
here is to cluster your concerns or issues 

take our time. 2nd facilitator 
scans the group to ensure 
everyone is engaged and in 
agreement. Scribe writes sub/ 

+ Green + blue A6 cards 
+ fipchart paper x 2 (just in case) 
+ A4 paper (colour) 

topic areas for the 
deliberative task of 

into headings, which will give us the topic 
areas we work on today. For practical reasons, 

headings as needed. 
3) Review: Highlight any 

Day 2 [5] we want 3-4 topic areas, which may each linked-ness. 
include more than one heading. Scribe writes 
sub/headings on green + blue A6 cards. 
3) Once we have a provisional version, 
review the sub/headings: [5 mins] 

i) Is there anything missing? Eg, any 
issues raised in Day 1 to add? 
ii) Is everyone happy with the topic areas 
and headings and sub-headings? Do you 
want to rename or merge or split any? 
Write agreed topic areas on coloured A4 – 
1 copy for each group. 

10.35-12.45 
[BREAK around 
11.00 – 11.30, after 
completing at least 
1 topic area] 
SESSION 2: 
DRAFT PRINCIPLES 
STATEMENTS 

In groups, jurors to 
come up with 
principles for each 
topic area [6] 

Jurors to identify 
which principles their 
group agrees on and 
which not [7] 

Jurors to collectively 
draft statements of 
overarching 
principles for each 
topic area [8] 

Set up group work: Split into 2 (pre-set) 
groups around a sticky wall. 
Next we’re going to work in small groups: to 
produce some principles and then discuss 
them – under each of our topic headings in 
turn. Think in terms of these future visioning 
Qs: IDEALLY, what principles you think should 
guide decisions about WF? What do you think 
should matter most when making decisions 
about WFs in Scotland? 
We don’t have our witnesses, but we have 
their answers to your questions from Day 1. 
Also, we have ‘information offcers’ today. So 
if there’s anything you feel you need to know, 
just ask. [5 mins to here] 
[100 mins total] 
1) Quick go round on people’s views now 
(pro, anti, unsure, qualifed yes) 
2) Quiet time: to come up with principles 
(what matters most…). 
3) Go round: Cards put on the sticky wall, 
read out and explained. Check for shared 
meanings and re-write, if necessary, to 
clarify or distinguish principles. Time 
ermitting, ‘merge’ wherever possible without 
over-simplifying. Allow grouping (if 
spontaneous) but no judgement yet! 
4) 2nd quiet time if needed: esp for those 
who did not contribute 1st time, to refect on 
what’s on the sticky wall and consider whether 
there is something they want to add or alter. 

Set up: Be crystal clear what’s 
being asked of jurors. Remind 
them there’s no such thing as a 
stupid Q. Note: your principles 
may be broad or specifc. 
Follow the same structure for 
each topic area. Time keeping 
is crucial but try to allow space 
for jurors to deliberate in 
reasonable depth and to capture 
a range of ideas and views. 
4 topics -> 25 mins per topic 
1) So you know where 
everyone is coming from and 
can respect each other’s 
different views. 
2) Make it quiet! 
3) Make sure everyone can 
read the cards 
4) Any new principles: check for 
shared meanings and rewrite if 
necessary. 

Layout: Each group in a semi-circle 
in front of their sticky wall. Each wall 
divided into sections for the number of 
topic areas. 
Audio recorders on each table. 
1) Slide: future visioning Q 
2) Coloured A6 cards: yellow 
(principles/ ideas), blue (headings), 
green (subheading) 
7) A4 deep yellow + white paper 
Flipchart paper + marker pens may 
also be used to draft statements 

[continued] 
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PROCESS PLAN – DAY 2 (continued) 

SESSION + 
OBJECTIVES 

SESSION 2 
continued 

WHAT WE DO 

5) Briefy review and cluster the 
principles on the wall 

i) Are some principles more overarching 
and others more specifc? 
ii) Are some principles relevant to more 
than one topic area? How could we 
capture this? Maybe duplicate the card -> 
both topics + mark that linked. We should 
get here in less than half the available 
time for the topic area. 

6) Discuss and identify which principles 
jurors agree on and which not. This is 
where non-judgemental dialogue gives way 
to persuasion. You jurors can now express 
your views about the various principles on 
the table, giving your reasons. But note: you 
must take care to do so without silencing 
or disrespecting others with different (or 
no) views. We welcome confict but not 
confrontation!
 - When all views have been heard, ask 
the group whether they think consensus is 
possible and, if so, how they might reach 
consensus. If, after a reasonable period, 
consensus cannot be reached, get jurors to 
mark the relevant cards with an A (agree) or 
D (disagree) or U (unsure). 
7) Draft 1 or more overarching principles 
for the topic area 
Use deep yellow A4 paper. Take particular 
care to check that everyone is happy with 
the wording. Where relevant, encourage 
jurors to acknowledge any overlap or 
connectedness to other topic areas in this 
statement. 
If there is strong disagreement about the 
overarching principle(s), get the dissenting 
group to write an alternative principle or 
‘minority statement’ to accompany the 
overarching principle receiving most support. 
This can be done in parallel with the drafting 
of the majority statement. 
[Note to team: we deleted the requirement 
for jurors to write a why statement!] 
8) At the end of the deliberation on each 
topic area,, everyone signs off these 
statements and 1 juror in each group 
volunteers to be their spokesperson for that 
topic area after lunch.
 - The Wall should now contain the 
overarching principle statements plus all 
of the other principles cards for the topic 
area – to demonstrate the depth and breadth 
of the group’s deliberations. Where relevant, 
the remaining specifc principles should be 
clustered under the majority and minority 
statements. 

FACILITATION 
STYLE 

5) Still no judgement here! 
6) Facilitators’ role now is to 
stimulate deliberation. Ask 
people to explain their reasons 
for the positions they are 
taking. Encourage challenge + 
argumentation. Question 
‘apparent consensus’. Info 
people might play devil’s 
advocate if necessary, eliciting 
some of the pro/anti-arguments. 
7) Reassure jurors that their 
full list of principles under 
each topic area will not be 
lost. However, the wording of 
the overarching principles is 
particularly important because 
some versions of the report 
may not include the full list. 

MATERIALS 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 
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PROCESS PLAN – DAY 2 (continued) 

SESSION + 
OBJECTIVES 

WHAT WE DO FACILITATION 
STYLE 

MATERIALS 

12.45-1.45 
LUNCH 

Carefully move the draft statements and 
grouped principles for each topic area to the 
Large Blue Sticky wall. Encourage jurors to 
read the other group’s wall after lunch. 

Lunch, tea/coffee, water 

1.45-3.00 
SESSION 3: 
COMPILING AND 
AGREEING 
OVERARCHING 
PRINCIPLES 
STATEMENTS 
[plenary] 

Groups to scrutinise 
each others’ 
statements and seek 
common ground in 
order to produce 
fnal principles 
statements for each 
topic area [9] 

Jurors to prioritise 
the complete set of 
overarching 
principles [10] 

Explain the task for this session – at the blue 
sticky wall. [5 mins] 
FOR EACH TOPIC AREA IN TURN WORK 
THROUGH THE FOLLOWING STEPS: 
[70 mins; so 10-15 mins per topic area] 
1) Read out the principles. The volunteers 
for each group read their overarching 
principle(s), clarifying as needed, plus the 
specifc principles under these (or a selection 
if many). Check everyone understands the 
statements. Then they should read any 
minority statements and principles that were 
not agreed on. Ideally, everyone can see to 
read the cards. 
2) Compile those overarching principle(s) 
from the 2 groups which are similar or 
overlap. These may be majority or minority 
statements. Merge these principles, 
redrafting if needed (as per spec in session 2) 
and checking for shared meaning. 
- Scribe to write these on new deep yellow A4 

cards as suggestions agreed; these cards are 
‘edged’ (pen line around the perimeter) so 
we know they’re compiled! The cards which 
have been compiled in this way are removed 
but kept. Final overarching statements are 
input on a laptop to be projected. 

- Cluster specifc principles under these 
fnal overarching statements. If there is 
no further overlap or similarity between the 
remaining overarching statements 
(including the minority ones), and if the 
wording is clear (do check), they remain on 
the wall with their specifc principles. 

NB We should get here in less than half the 
available time for each topic. 
3) Challenge and defend these principles! 
This is a fnal opportunity for advocacy – 
for and against – each of the overarching 
statements (and where relevant, related 
specifc principles). There is likely to be 
disagreement and agreement across the 2 
small groups. Each ‘camp’ will be trying to 
gain the agreement of the others for their pre-
ferred principles. The undecided or opposing 
camps must scrutinise, question, challenge 
and discuss the options. 
4) Final vote on the overarching principles 
– by show of hands (A, D, U). Number of votes 
for each written on the deep yellow cards. 
This serves to confrm and sign off their 
majority and minority positions on the task. 
Show the overarching principles on the screen 
as a way of recapping what agreed and 
demonstrating an achievement. 

Time keeping is crucial, but 
try to allow suffcient time for 
jurors to deliberate in some 
depth. 
6 topics- 10+ mins per topic 
5 topics- 14 mins per topic 
4 topics- 17 mins per topic 
2) Drafting statements with 20 
people is very diffcult. Can we 
think of a way to ease this? 
3) 
- Challenge apparent 

consensus: this shouldn’t be 
too easy! 

- Again, ensure respectful and
 inclusive interactions… 

- Remind people of earlier 
views expressed and 
contributions to keep this as 
inclusive as possible 

4) Remember to show them the 
fnal principles! 

Layout: chairs facing the large sticky 
wall, leaving space for jurors to walk 
around + read each topic area. We will 
move between the topic areas in the 
course of this session. Jurors needing 
to sit should be able to do so and still 
read. 
2) deep yellow A4 cards 

https://1.45-3.00
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3.30-4.30 

PROCESS PLAN – DAY 2 (continued) 

SESSION + 
OBJECTIVES 

WHAT WE DO FACILITATION 
STYLE 

MATERIALS 

3.00-3.30 
BREAK 

Take a picture of the sticky walls. Arrange 
the sticky wall for the next task, i.e. leave the 
overarching principles. 

tea/coffee/biscuits/water 

SESSION 4: 
PUTTING PRINCIPLES 
INTO PRACTICE 
[plenary] 

Jurors to consider 
how these principals 
might be put into 
practice, including 
how to resolve any 
conficts between 
specifc principles 
[11] 

1) Explain: This task is about how to put 
these principles into practice, and the 
trade-offs that must be made when some of 
the principles are contradictory. For this, we 
ask that the jurors to consider: What in your 
view are the most important principles? 
2) Prioritise the overarching principles 
across topic areas. Each juror gets a 
number of votes (sticky dots), corresponding 
to half the number of overarching principles 
(so if there are 6 they get 3 votes): they can 
only use one vote per overarching principle. 
[5-10 mins] 
- Tally the results and show the hierarchy of 

principles that voting has produced. Ask 
the jury to refect: [5-10 mins] 

- How do you feel about this result? Does 
this refect the conversations your group 
had? 

- Are there any potential conficts between 
the top principles? Are there strongly 
conficting priorities within the group? 

3) Final discussion: potential conficts 
and process [30+ mins] After having learned 
about the topic of wind farms, having had 
opportunities to discuss it, and having 
considered the challenges and trade-offs to 
be made during decision-making. 
- How do you think conficting principles 

should be resolved? What trade-offs would 
you make? 

- Who should be involved in decision-making? 
Who should deal with resolving any confict? 

4) Summary of their conclusions on these 
Qs by the scribe [5 mins] 

2) Invites jurors to gather 
around the sticky wall and vote. 
We count + write the number 
of votes in the corner of each 
overarching principle. Then 
choose a volunteer to rearrange 
principles to refect the 
hierarchy of votes. 
Researchers take notes of the 
chat. 
Scribe records potential 
conficts on a fipchart so that 
all can see for (3). 
3) Invites jurors to sit for the 
fnal discussions (needs to be 
engaging; low energy levels). 
This could start as a listing then 
open for debate/ advocacy + 
challenge. 
4) Scribe on fipchart. 

Small Sticky dots (100) 
Slides for Qs 
2&3) Standing fipchart + markers 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 
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4.30-5.00 

PROCESS PLAN – DAY 2 (continued) 

SESSION + 
OBJECTIVES 

QUESTIONNAIRE 4 

To gauge whether 
jurors’ learning and 
views have shifted 
as a result of Day 2, 
and how they 
experienced the 
process [12] 

WHAT WE DO FACILITATION MATERIALS 
STYLE 

Tea & coffee available 1) [as for Qaire 3] Tea/coffee/biscuits/water 
1) Distribute + support jurors completing 23 hard copies of Qaire 4 
Qaire 4: Invite participants to stretch their 
legs, grab tea/coffee, and fnd another seat 
in the room where they can have their own 
space for flling the questionnaire 
[as for Qaire 3] 
2) As each juror fnishes the questionnaire: 
- Check that they have used their alias 
- Ask them to deposit the questionnaire in 

the Questionnaires Box (at the registration 
table) 

- Invite them to come back to their seats at 
the main horseshoe table for the wrap up 

5.00-5.15 1) Check out: Opportunity for jurors to say 1) This should be an oppor- 3) Envelopes with incentives 
CHECK OUT what they personally take from the CJ tunity for up-beat feelings 

experiences? How do you feel now? to surface and light hearted 
To hear what the 2) Forward look: what will happen as a moments. 
jurors take from the result of these CJs? 
experience of 3) Wrap up and general thanks. 
participating in the 
CJ [13] 

To signal what will 
happen as a result of 
the CJs and all their 
hard work [14] 

To thank jurors for 
all their hard work + 
hand out the 
‘incentives payments’ 
[15] 
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Annex 6: Checklists for each stage of the 
framework for photocopying 

STRATEGY STAGE task: 
Map strategic considerations for your engagement process ... 

• The focus of the engagement process 
• Initiators of the process and where they are coming from 
• Potential participants and where they are coming from. 

The focus of the engagement 

• What is the focus of the engagement and what has prompted it? 
• What is the background and context of the topic/community? 
• What are the potentially controversial or diffcult issues? 
• Who are the powerful players shaping what happens with the topic/community? 
• What do we need to know in order to facilitate an engagement on this topic/community? 

Initiators of the process and where they are coming from 

• Which organisations or groups are initiating the engagement process? Should other 
stakeholders be involved? 

• What do they each want to come out of the engagement? What’s ‘in it’ for them? 
• What are their perceptions of the topic and/or community? What does it mean to each? 
• What knowledge and other resources do they each bring to the engagement process? 
• What is their history of doing public/community engagement? 

Potential participants and where they are coming from 

• Who (which social groups or bodies) should we engage on this topic? Who needs to 
be in the room? 

• Do we want to engage specifc groups or a whole community/population or a 
cross-section of the population (a mini-public)? 

• What is each group likely to want from the engagement? What’s ‘in it’ for them? 
• What are their perceptions of the topic/community? What does it mean to each? 
• What knowledge and other resources does each group bring to the process? 
• What does each group need to know in order to participate meaningfully and equally 

in the process? 
• What is their history of doing public or community engagement? 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS DESIGN AND PLANNING 
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REQUIREMENTS STAGE task: 
From your strategic considerations, identify what requirements the 
engagement process must meet ... 

• Appropriate goals 
• Time and place 
• Recruitment strategy 
• Facilitation challenges. 

Decide on appropriate goals 

• Do our goals gel with what the initiators and potential participants want from the 
process and what will motivate each group to engage? 

• Are our goals realistic, achievable and feasible (given available resources and time)? 
• Can we articulate our goals as broad aims and specifc objectives (i.e. outputs 

or outcomes)? 
• What level of infuence will participants have over any decision-making? 
• What is our ‘promise’ to (each group of) our participants? 

Make ‘time and place’ decisions 

• When – what date, day in the week and time of day – is it most realistic to hold the 
engagement (given the needs of both initiators and participants)? 

• How long does the engagement need to be in order to meet its goals and be realistic? 
• Where, geographically, should the engagement be held (given participants’ 

motivation and travel needs)? 
• What venue will work for participants and facilitators alike? 

Choose a recruitment strategy 

• If we are targeting specifc groups, how will we recruit them and what should be the 
balance between different groups? 

• If we are targeting the whole population or community, how will reach all sections of 
the community? 

• If we want a cross-section of participants, what are our criteria for selecting them? 
• How many participants should we engage? 
• How will we reach our target groups? What message(s) will motivate our (different 

groups of) potential participants to engage? 

Identify key facilitation challenges 

• What are the potential barriers to effective communication and collaboration? 
- How will we build the trust and mutual respect needed for our (groups of) 

participants to have a dialogue and deliberate on the topic? 
• What are the potential barriers to sharing knowledge? 

- How should we approach the informing and learning this process requires on the 
topic for all our (groups of) participants? 

• What are the potential barriers to engagement? 
- How will we keep all those we want to participate engaged in the process and 

able to participate meaningfully? 
- What strategies are needed to reach groups facing deep barriers to engagement 

and to enable them to participate meaningfully if/when they do engage? 
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DESIGN STAGE task: 
Develop a process design - a progression of steps, each with 
‘mini-objectives’, capable of meeting your requirements ... 

• Is the process design capable of achieving our outcomes and outputs for the 
engagement process? 

• Does it address all our facilitation challenges, given the mix of participants? 
• Can it realistically be delivered, given the time available for the engagement? 
• Does the process start from where our participants are coming from? What kind of  

hosting is needed? 
• Is every step necessary?! Are we clear how each step will progress the process? 
• Does the ordering of the steps make sense? 
• Where in our process does communication need to be divergent and where 

convergent? 
• Where in our process will dialogue and/or deliberation be helpful? 
• Is the framing and wording of each step appropriate, given the topic, goals, type of  

communication required and mix of participants? 
• What do we want our participants to feel about the process when they leave? 
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PLANNING STAGE task: 
Elaborate a workable process plan for how each step will happen … 

1.Draw up a timeline, identify individual sessions and work out timings. 
2.Choose techniques, methods and groupings for each session. 
3.Decide on all the practical details about how you will do each session. 
4.Draft and refne the fnal process plan. 

1. Draw up a timeline, identify individual sessions and work out timings 

• Draw up a calibrated timeline for your engagement process based on how long you 
have decided it will last. 

• Translate the progression of mini-objectives from your process design into sessions 
for your process plan. 

• Work out how long you need for the opening and closing sessions. 
• Work out how long participants will need for refreshment, social and health breaks. 
• The time remaining after you have done this is what you have available for your 

‘substantive’ sessions. Decide how best to allocate time across these. 

2. Choose techniques, methods and groupings for each session 

• Think before you choose: what mini-objective(s) do you need the technique to meet? 
• Different techniques and groupings work for different purposes 
• Select (or adapt) the most straightforward technique to do the job 
• Build in variety across the engagement process. 

3. Decide on all practical details for each session 

• The focus and framing for the session: the question(s), activity or task. 
• Facilitation: Will facilitators have to be recruited and trained? What guidance is needed 

in the process plan for facilitators: tasks, tips and style of facilitation? 
• Materials and other resources required: Make a list in good time; check everything 

works. Does anything need to be bought or set up in advance? 

4. Draft and refine the process plan 

• Make sure your team owns all the choices and knows why they were made. 
Encourage a deliberative approach when developing the plan, so that everyone gives 
reasons for their suggestions (e.g. specifc requirements or other elements in the plan). 

• Pay particular attention to timing: Do not risk exhausting or losing your participants! 
Be willing to review and revise earlier decisions about your engagement if it proves 
impossible to ft everything you want to do into the time available. 

• Refning the plan is an iterative process. It takes many drafts to arrive at a workable 
version. 

• Scrutinise and ‘stress’ test all aspects of your plan, against both strategic and 
practical considerations. Call on critical friends not on the team (colleagues, initiators, 
facilitators, etc.) to bring a second, third and fourth eye to the plan! 

• Be prepared to be fexible and responsive on the day. Keep focused on your 
participants as well as your process plan. Know which sessions and (mini-) objectives 
are your priorities and should not get squeezed if your timing over-runs. 
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